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CALLS ACT UNJUST
TO ALL CONCERNED
Washington, D, C, Aug. 14. President Taft today vetoed the steel bill.
In a message to congress the president said he disapproved the measure
because it provided tor revenue only
and took no account of protection for
American industries. He condemned
the ways and means committee for
refusing public hearings on the bill.
His veto was expected.
President Taft gave as another reason for his veto, that the bill affected
not only the iron and steel Industry,
allied Industries, which
but fifty-nin- e
he said, were worth separate classification.
Sir. Taft wrote he was not prepared to say there were no items in the
steel schedule which ought not to be
reduced, but he pointed out that its
advalorem rate wan an apparent reduction of 16 per cent from the duties of the Wilson law.
"A bill for a complete revision of
this sched ile was presented to me a
year ago in the extra session of this
congress," wrote the president.
"Many Increases and decreases of
rates are now made from those named in the former measure. The
changes are not explained and indicate the hasty method pursued in the
preparation of both. It is not fair to
ask either, on the basis of proposition of revenue, which was right? On
the whole, therefore, I am not willing
to approve of legislation of this kind
which vitally affects not only millions
of working men and the families dependent on them, but hundreds of
millions of dollars worth of stocks of
goods in the hands of storekeepers and
distributors generally without first
providing for a careful and disinteof the
rest Inquiry Into conditions
"whole Ind'iitry.
"From the outset of my administration I have urged a revision of the
study
tariff, based on a
of the facts. I have provided the
Tneans for securing such information
1n the appointment of a tariff board.
Its thorough work, already completed
on several schedules has Justified my
confidence in this method."
The president has said he also
would veto the legislative, executive
and Judicial appropriation bill carrying riders to abolish the commerce
court and limit tenure of office of
civil service employes to seven yearB.
By doing so, the president would
hold up his own Balary, that of every
member of congress, and every other
Judge of the U. S, courts.
Speculation of the possibilities of
passing the bill over his veto are being discussed by leaders of the house
and senate. As soon as the president's veto message had been read
the house democrats began an attempt to repass it over the executive's
disapproval. The republican leaders
fight
entered upon a determined
against the plan and a long debate
was deprecated.
Speaker Clark this afternoon ruled
that the question of considering immediately the president's veto was a
question of the highest , constitutional
privilege and therefore displaced all
other business before the house.
Minority Leader Mann appealed from
the decision of the chair but lost by
an overwhelming vote.
Majority Leader Underwood proposed a ptan that provided one hour's debate, to be equally divided, at the
expiration of which a, vote of passing
the bill over the president's veto waa
to be taken.
Within three house after President
Taft had sent the steel tariff bill back
to congress with a message of disapproval, the house today passed It over
his veto.
The vote was 173 "to pass it, 83
against it, and one present and not
voting. It Is not expected to repass
the senate.
8. ARMY SUES TO .
' RECOVER ON BOND OF
PLUMBING
CONTRACTORS.

The Commissioner of Insurance
Jacobo Chaves, has been served with
papers in the case of the United
States to the use of the John Douglas
company vs. The Fidelity and DepoBlt
company of Maryland and he in turn
will notify the Maryland
company
that suit has been fl'ed. The suit U
brought to recover $5800 on a bond
furnished by the Maryland company
through the John Douglas company
for The John howe Palgo company.
First Lieutenant Charles C. Wlnna,
constructing
quartermaster at Ft
Bnyard, alleges that a plumbing contract was not properly carried out
and that the bond has been forfeited.
affair tor
The BUlt is a three-side- d
the purpose of getting action against
the Maryland company doing business In New Mexico,
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Washington, D. C, Aug. 14. The
relations of
personal and political
and
Roosevelt
Colonel Theodore
George W. Perkins, formerly of J.
Pierpont Morgan & Company, were
bitterly attacked on the floor of the
house today by Representative A. 0.
Stanley, of Kentucky, who is chair
man of the steel trust investigation
committee. In supporting his bill to
raake the reports of the commissioner of corporations available for congress, Representative Stanley charged that Roosevelt bad protected the
trust from government
Harvester
prosecution and described Perkins as
of "big business"
between"
the "go
and the government.
Representative Stanley's characterizations of the former Morgan association were extremely bitter. He
dwelt at length on the absorption of
the Tennessee Coal & Iron company
by the United States Steel corporation and charged that Perkins had
been ab!e to secure from Herbert
Knox. Fmltb , form" coumlssloner of
corporations, information which was
denied congresa. The new progressive party also came in for an extended discussion.
"I hear that this new party of prohe said "will
gressive capitalism,"
sing hymns between the tirades of
Roosevelt nnd the platitudes of Perkins and that Perkins is to be choir
leader. I would suggest that' they
paraphrase the war cry of the Turkish Janazarles and adopt it as the
battle hymn of the 'Faithful from
Wall street," as follows:
"Allah, Allah, Mammon Is Allah."
"There Is no God but Mammon and
Morgan is his prophet."
In his attack on Morgan, Stanley
said: "For several years the chief
intermediary between big business
and those who are invested by the executive department with the duty of
investigating it has been a gentleman by the name of George W. Perkins. For years this fanatical, ardent,
partisan has broken through all restraints which deter better men and
has unhesitatingly sacrificed every
other obligation to society and to
himself in the secret service of his
party,
"In 1904 Mr. Perkins In his eagerness to aid his party and his hero,
Mr. Roosevelt, actually gave $50,000
of other people's money to the good
cause. He gave his personal check
to Mr. Bliss and waB
by
check of the New York Life Insurance company, No. 7,283, payable to
J. P. Morgan & Company. The proceeds of this check were traced to
Mr. Perkins for this. eminent service
he was arrested under a warrant
charging grand larceny.
The United States steel corporation
has not been lacking' in gratitude
from the day of the merger until this
good hour. Perkins and' Gary, brothers of the steel corporation, have been
absolutely at the command of the
of the United States."
ROCKHILL MAY ADVISE
NEW CHINESE REPUBLIC.
It It Understood That Negotiations
Are Under Way for an American Diplomat, But He Still Holds His Job.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 13. Unofficially It is known here that overtures have been going on between
President Yuan Shi Kai and Mr.
the American embassador,
Rockhlll,
to Turkey, looking to the appointment
the
of
latter as advisor to the new
Chinese republic These have
not
progressed far enough to warrant Mr.
Rockhlll's resignation, but it Is known
he Is giving the offer serious consideration.
Mr. Rockhlll Is regarded as being
thoroughly conversant with Chinese
governmental methods.
In addition to a service of three
years as minister In Pekln, following
the Boxer uprising, Mr. Rockhlll, as
secretary to the Amerioan legation
at Pekln about a decade before, made
extensive exploration of the Interior
of the country.
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Liberty, Mo., Aug. 13. Ten thousand dollars In gold, which is believed to have been hidden by William
Anderson, a bandit, who terrorized
central Missouri after the Civil war,
WHILE THEY SOFFER DEPRIVATIONS has been found in the old Manor
house on what was the plantation of
CONGRESS AND THE PRESIDENT William
Burch, In Howard county,
Missouri, and which now is the prop
WITH PEN
ARE
erty of C. E. Yancey, of Liberty. Mr.
SION MEASURE
Yancey was notified of the discovery
by employes who are remodeling the
o'd house.
According to those familiar with
REGULAR ARMY IS
the story of the death of Anderson,
in 1808, he was wounded after robbing
ALSO WITHOUT PAY a central Missouri bank and stopped
that night in the Manor house of the
Burch plantation.
It was in the room
In which the bandit slept that the
X money was found.
V
8ENATE BACKS UP.
S
Washington, D. C, Aug. 14.
The senate today passed the X NEW PARTY BORN
X pension appropriation bill will a $
IN TEXAS TODAY.
provision abolishing all pension X
X
agencies January 31, 1913.
Dallas, Texas, Aug. 14. The Lyo&
S The house is expected to ap- - X Roosevelt faction of the republican
K prove the
bill without delay, X party in Texas today determined to
X making all pension
appropria- - X change the name of the party to the
X
X tions, immediately available.
"Progressive party of Texas'' and
SkXXXXXSXSXSXXXX elected Cecil A. Lyon as national committeeman.
A DELIGHTFUL
JAUNT.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 14. Thou
Resolutions adopted Indorsed the
Judge Roberts and Nathan Salmon sands of army veterans, in need, be policies of the progressive party and
Dill
is renudiated
of
the administration
and Harry Deen, assistant superin- cause the annual pension
tendent of the penitentiary,
loaded held up in congress, may be relieved president Taft.
u
me
meet
once
House win
a
themselves into an automobile
and ai
Taft foIlower8 n0 geparat(,d rom
ran over to Valley ranch, thence two senates new proposal for the abolish- - th Ton f
nrB ,
nnent,nn ,
me
hikuu
miles north , where
ui
eeveijfiueu uuujiub y"- another hall,
they camped.
"
They report having had a splendid slon agencies.
time. They claim that their work
The house wants all abolished. The
was all right and1 that they escaped senate pensions committee today de- inunr,,un
suspicion from all officers on the elded to surest a Comnromise by
X
8TATE LIBRARIAN.
route.
Bholishine the aeencles on February X
1Q15
Ttio whnln hill won Rrhpritlled
to come up In the senate today with X Former Executive or Territorial
"ven
"nlcn mr- COTTON TARIFF BILL
X an amendment to that effect
X
PASSES 8ENATE ALSO. X
X
It is believed the house will accept X victory Resigns.
X
S It. Venrlv J9.000.00fl la now due to1
Washington, D." C. Aug. 14.
to- X
X
Governor W. C. McDonald
The democratic "otton bill pass- pensloners.
X day named former Governor W. X
ed the senate today 30 to 19.
X
The pension bureau today faced the
to X
X T. Thornton state librarian
re- - X
It carried an amendment
X
greatest financial crisis in its history
V pealing all of the Canadian re- - 3C as the result of the lack of funds to X succeed Mrs. J. P. Victory, who X
X
was nominated by the governor X
X clprocity acts except free paper X j pay pensioners.
The San Francisco
X provision.
Xi agency has a balance of exactly seven X during the last legislature, but X
X
sena-- X cents, and Detroit only four cents. X who was not confirmed by the X
Progressive republican
The appointment Is a X
X tors voting for the bill were X Reports from all the agencies received X senate.
Mrs. Armljo, who X
X Borah, Bristow, Clapp, Crawford, X at the bureau told the same story of X recess one.
La Follette, X no money for the veterans and their X was holding the office, it Is said, X
X Cummins, Kenyon,
X dependents on the
X Polndexter and Works,
nation's pension X may contest the power of the X
X
Xgovernor to remove her.
XXSXSXX.XXXXXSXS list. condition is due to the
This
delay
of congress in passing the pension ap
propriation bill.
The veteraiu dependent upon pensions, who are feeling the pinch of
poverty because the pension office Is
"broke" are not alone in their dilem
ma. Practically all the regulars at
army posts in the United States have
received no pay since June 1.
situation was
This extraordinary
caused by the delay, n passing the gen
eral deficiency bill." The regular army
appropriation had been exhausted In
May and the war department was deFRED W. EDWARDS OF TAOS COUNTY
pending on the deficiency bill for more BOARD AND SECRET MEETING YESTERFOR money.
APPEAL
URGENT
WIRES
DAY ASKS FOR RESIGNATIONS OF
July payments really are available
COME
under the resolution of July 1, which
MOUNTED POLICEMEN TO
SUPERINTENDENT AND HIS
extended last year's appropriations for
AND GET HIS GUN
ot
another month but disbursement
ASSISTANTS-DEMOCRTO GO
ATS
what was 'held up in the paymaster's
office with the expectation that conIN IS REPORT.
gress soon would pass the regular
OLD TIMERS TOOK
bill.
East Las Vegas, N. M., Aug. 14.
Paymaster General Smith, however,
There la considerable of a sensation
HIS WEAPON AWAY said1 he would disburse some of the here
over the request for the resig- money available If the deficiency bill
nation of Dr. H. M. bmun, Bupenu- was not enacted this week.
at 'he 8'ite lnsane asy,"m
The army bill is yet to be acted
Trinidad C. de Baca was somewhat
th
ani1 - Dllmber ot hls
?mplo.5r8 a"
astounded this morning when he re- on in the senate and' later will go to
ot
a secret 8e88lon of 'he bar
re8U,t
ceived a telegram from Fred W. Ed- conference with the house.
or directors held nere yesteruay uuer-noon- .
wards of Versylvla, Taos county, asking him to rush a mounted police of- TAFT ADVISORY BOARD
If any charges have been preferred,
The telegram
ficer to his assistance.
HEADED
BY BARNES.
the fact has not leaked out as yet,
wiib not explicit but it was gathered
11 18 8ald tnat the bo"rd haa made
from its contents that Edwards had
13. Chairman but
New York,
Aug,
an. investigation into uuiwiliuub m
tried to arrest some one for violating
not pleased
the game laws. Instead, however, he publican committee today announced '"e asylum and that it is
lne manner m u..,. ..mi
reported by wire that the alleged the names of the advisory board
Dr.
malefactors had relieved him of his the national
William stltutlon has been conducted.
committee.
six shooter and star and he was help- Barnes, Jr., chairman of the republic Smith has a five year contract signed
not
less. He wanted a mounted police- can state committee Is chairman.
jhy the old board nnd which does
man to recover his gun. An officer
Dr. Hilles said the party would be expire for three years. He will probwill be sent overland from Cimarron able to announce the name of the ably refuse to resign and In that
to
tonight to Investigate the affair. treasurer when he returned from Chi- - event. It would be necessary
hlra on charges. George W.
e
whither he and" Secretary
Meanwhile, one deputy game warden,
assist-Chicneis temporarily at least, out of busi- nolds went today to assist In opening Ward, Steward, Harry Arnold,
ness in Taos county.
headauarters of the Taft cam-'an- t
Bteward, and Mrs. Prentiss, the
matron, all received urgent invitapalgn.
tions from the board to quit. The afWORKMEN
GERMAN
KILLED.
fair will doubtless result In someWIRELES3 BILL PASSES.
what of a complication and may be
Dortmund, Germany, Aug. 13.
Twenty-si- x
workmen were burled toWashington, D. C, Aug. 9. The thrown into the courts, u tne omciais
will
matter
day by the fall of a slag bank at an senate'' bill to regulate wireless tele- - refuse to resign, the
iron workB in the suburbs of this city. grnphy passed the house today and hkely be laid before the state legal
The leg--, department and the governor. It is
Eight bodies have been extricated and now goes to the president.
It Is believed that nil the men
islatlon was inspired by the Titanic, reported here that the places will be
filled by democrats.
disaster.
Los Angeles, Calif., Aug. 14. Characterizing the agreement In the Mc
Nam am case as a remarkable victory
for Darrow and a heinous thing on the
part of the district attorney. Attorney Earl Rogers resumed his argument today in the bribery trial of
Clarence S. Darrow.
McNa-mara- s
Rogers declared that the
were guilty of "hideous, horrible crime" yet the district attorney
had agreed not only to allow one to
escape hanging and the other to take
a term of fifteen years in prison, but
to allow Caplan and Schmidt, two of
the men actually
involved in the
Times murder to go free, provided
out
remained
of the county.
they
Attacking the testimony of Bert H.
Franklin, Rogers asserted that if Darrow had known that Juror Bain was
bribed early in October, he would not
have told Lincoln Steftens In the presence of E. Wr. Scripps that he regarded the case as hopeless.
The danger in Franklin's story, con
tinued Rogers, was that all of it was
true except small portions that particularly where he received the bribe
money and as to who authorized the
corruption of Jurors.
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In search for
of
the
Jp, Herman Rosenthal, the
slate's Viorney and the grand Jury
have unearthed a wealth ot information showing that gamblers and keepers of disorderly houses had sums ageviV A

ASM

HOME

TODAY

.

To convict the murderers

gregating hundreds of thousands of
dollars yearly for police protection.
The liionthly tariffs paid to the policy vary. First class uptown gambling
houses pa d l,00fl; a middle class
THREE MILLION
DOLLAR
BABY IS
gambling houBe paid $500; east side
A SON AND MOTHER AND
CHILD gaming houses paid anywhere
from
$100 to $100; high class pool room
ARE DOING NICELY THANK
while
JGOO;
poker and dice games paid
$300. Uptown disorderly houses paid
HAS NO FATHER
while
east side resorts paid
$600,
$100.

New York, Aug. 14. Mrs. Madeline
Force Astor, survivor of the Titanic
disaster, in which her husband, the
late Colonel John Jacob Astor lost his
life last April, gave birth to a son at
8:15 o'clock this morning. The new
arrival has been named John Jacob
Astor, after his father. The baby becomes a direct heir to $ J, 1X10,009 of
the Astor fortune. The attending
physician said mother and son are in
good condition.
The fact that its father proved him
self a hero In the Titanic disaster by
stepping aside to let women and children take places in life boats and that
the wife from whom he parted was
hie bride of but a few months, coupled
with the large fortune which was provided for a posthumous child have
lent unusual intereg to the arrival of
the youngest Astor.
The new Astor baby will be one ot
the few children ever born with a fortune as large as $3,000,000 in bis own
right. Colonel Astor had provided
that whether the child was a boy or
girl, it should rwetv that sum.

.'...

ODELL'S STORY DOES
NOT AGREE WITH ONE
TOLD BY SHELDON.
History of Harrlman's Magnificent Do
nation to Republican Campaign
Fund Varies on Essential Points.

.

.;

With the
of all the
banks In the city, District Attorney
Whitman has been able to obtain the.
names of lour police inspectors
whose bank accounts run into several
hundred thousands. One Inspector is
said to have accumulated a million
dollars.
'Jack" Rose In his story before the
grand jury is reported to have Involved Jack Sullivan, the - "Newsboy
King" and close friends ot Lieutenant
Becker, who went to "Brldgie'' Web-ber- 's
gambling place and seeing that
the gun men were there, went to th&s
hotel Metropole to locate Rosenthal'
Rose, it is further said, told the
grand jury that Sullivan then returned to Webbers and told the gun men
where Rosenthal could be found.
District Attorney Whitman obtain
ed a clue today of a second safety de
posit box in which It waa reported Police .Lieutenant Becker had placed
large amounts of money and securi
ties. County detectives were sent to
investigate.
Lieutenant Becker was asked In
prison about deposits in various banks
accredited to his ownership. He admitted that he had $9,000 in a branch
of the Cora Exchange bank.
I borrowed that money," said
Becker, "and paid it out to the builders to put up my house."
Lieutenant Becker would not talk
further of the bank deposits.
Hot Springs. Ark., Aug. 14. While
It Is practically
certain that Sam
Sohepps, held as a witness in the Ros
case
murder
is not far from
enthal
the business district here, yet he has
not been seen by newspaper men
since his removal from a downtown
hotel last night. The return of
Schepps to the custody of Postmaster
Johnson was merely for precaution.
No representatives, either of the
district attorney's office or the police
department of New York have arrived. Mr. Whitman's representatives
are expected today. ,
In the event conflicting efforts are
made to secure Schepps, it become
Postmaster Johnson
known that.
stands ready to file a charge against
States
ScheppB before the United
commissioner. This would cause delay which would permit the arrival
of the district attorney's men, for
whom all concerned here say they
are holding ScheppB. The start of
Bernard Sandler, Sr., ScheppB' attor- ney, for Hot Springs, may however,
delay the delivery of the prisoner to
any person until Sandler himself arrives.
Schepps is held without legal process. He understands his position
and has declared himself satisfied
with conditions.
He would neither confrm or deny
the report In a New York dispatch,
yesterday that Sandler had started
and had telegraphed Schepps not to
start to New York until Sandler's arrival in Hot Springs. A few hoars
Inter he was removed from the hotel
quietly, although the authorities will
not admit connection with his being
placed In hiding and hia having re,
ceived telegrams from Sandler.

Washington, D. C, Aug. 14. For
mer Governor Benjamin B. Odell, of
New York, told the senate committee
Investigating campaign funds a story
of Edward H. Harriman's
1240,000
contribution of 190 so different from
that told to the committee by George
K. Sheldon, that members of the com
mittee asked Mr. Odell how he ac
counted for the variance.
The former governor remarked that
Cornelius N. Bliss, treasurer of the
national committee in
republican
1904 might have told some
"white
lies" to Mr. Sheldon about It. Sheldon
waa associated with Bliss unofficially
in 1904 and was treasurer In 1908.
The Bubstance of Mr. Odell's tes
timony was that President Roosevelt
asked Mr. Harriman in 1904 to come
to the White House to talk about
campaign funds.
Following that
talk, said Mr. Odell, Mr. Harriman
raised $240,000 for the campaign and
turned It over to the republican na
tional committee. Mr. Odell said he
had received $200,000 of that contributed for the New York state campaign and remained in the hands of
the national committee.
Mr. Odell said that Mr. Harriman
had told him Colonel Roosevelt had
agreed, if necessary, he would help,
out in the New York senatorial sit
uation by appointing Senator Chaun- cey M. Depew, ambassador to France,
thus leaving the senatorial contest
clear for Frank S. Black, former governor of New York.
Mr. Sheldon had testified that the
contribution had been arranged between Mr. Bliss and Mr. Harriman
and that Colonel Roosevelt never
knew about it until a long time after
e'ectlon. He denied that it had been
a subject of correspondence between
the former president and Mr. HarriHELD BY CURTIS IN
man.
U. S. SENATE.
Mr. Sheldon had further
testified
that Mr. Odell had come to Mr. Bliss
Is Progresto see about raising money for the Governor of Kansas Who
sive Asserts That He Haa Defeated
state campaign and that later Mr.
Standpatter In Primaries.
Harriman and Mr. Bliss got together
about $250,000, which was handed
9. With
Topeka, Kans., Aug.
never went to the national commitcounties,
turns from all of the
tee.
Stubbs
today
friends of Governor
the
United
to
his
nomination
claims
OFFICIAL COUNT IN
Cinl unnta In TllooHnv'a tirfniftl'l AH.
MIPSOURI IS NECESSARY. , Retu;5
lnmcate that stub0'B ba9
carried 92 of the 165 legislative disSt. Louis, Aug. 9. The official count tricts.
Judge Wm. H. Thompson is
of the vote cast in Tuesday's primary
probably the democratic senatorial
election will be necessary to determrominee, although Hugh P, Farrelley
ine whether Attorney General Elliott is a close contender for the nominaW. Major, or former Congressman tion. Both Billard and Hodges claim
Wm. W. Cowherd, has won the demo the democratic gubernatorial nominacratic nomination for governor.
tion, with complete returns to be reOn the face of late returns from ceived from
nearly 40 counties.
country districts, Major is now lead
lead is being slowly reduced
ing Cowherd by several hundred and Hodges claims the nomination by,
votes.
8,090.
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OFF THE TROLLEY,

THE HIGH PLANK.

,
We bave got to disagree with Rev, Llchliter of that big St. Louis church,
the ground, and a minion people win warn n
chairman of that city's public morals committee, who Justifies lying on the
a
tuousauu
one
25
in
feet
and
Lift
balance.
it
high,
only
thought of losing
ground that "the duty of truth telling lies within the realm where others
dare to walk It. Lilt it 100 feet, ana not more man one iu
NEW MEXICAN
bave a right to the truth; no one has a right to ask a prying or malicious
will venture uoon it,
It Illustrates the difference between littleness and bigness of purpose; question.
"
PUBLISHERS.
view of morality and mighty poor doc
We tlhink this a mighty
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINT INQ COMPANY,
and that difference is not In the plank, but in people.
8ANTA FE N EW mtAH-- .
hi thine la generally done Just as easily as a little one if one only trine to Inculcate Into our youth. A lie Is a lie and never Justified. There
i
automobiles Is no realm confining the duty of truth telling. Oiven the alternative of
Oldest Dally In ths Southwest in d Only Dally at Stats Capital.
gets at it with proper force applied in the right place. The big
out by
lying, or telling truth that seriously hurts, there la always
NEW MEXI CAN REVIEW.
run with less noise ana seeming strain man ina imie ones. iuo s""i
Gooa to Every
b. oom to irulde with greater ease than the dummytheengine. is that silence.
Makes Specialty of Mining Political and Industrial News,.
It is perhaps true as a rule, that no one bas a right to ask a prying or
pauper
The main difference between the millionaire and
Poet Offloe of 8tate.. $2.00 a Year.
cir
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
the one frames his thoughts to the forms of millions and the other Ibis to malicious question, but shall we instruct our children to He under such
cumstances or to frankly declare to the prying or malicious questioner that
United States, 12.50
fnrma of nennies,
Lamer Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper In
The main difference between the educated man and the Ignorant one the matter 1b none of his, or her, blamed business?
a Y ear.
There is already too much lying, too much evasion, too much flattery,
is that the one sizes upon the essential things and the other does not.
BRON80N CUTTING
of the most highly educated men the world knows, or ever has too much false diplomacy in our association with one another. The fellow
Some
.....Editor
ninnltir.fi
..,,mjt
the world's most learned men who asks a malicious or otherwise objectionable question is not entitled to
F. BROGAN
VUlr known, have had the least learning. Some of
WILLIAM
the facte, but that does not Justify our lying. On the contrary, he 1b en
nuve been the most ignorant.
General
m
RTAUFFER
uiDio
What do you know that counts? There is the measure of your educa titled to the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, which is that
tion. What do you know and do to make yourself better and braver and the matter is none of his business.
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
Such answer is both politic and moral. It clears the atmosphere and
There Is the measure of your real culture, power and oppor
brighter?
leaves both parties perfectly assured as to their position. To say that lying
tunity.
RATE OF SUBSCRIPTION.
It Is really no harder to walk the lilgh plank than the low one, except Is Justified is saying that deceit is better than frankness, and this is not so.
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For many of the things
so levied that the benefit would flow to American labor and not to favorand
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deem
Dig.
most
of
very
little
that
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things
many of
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as at present. No one general tariff bill should be enacted, beIt la sent to ard Men
New Mexico.
have controlled kingdoms who did not regulate their own homes, ed lniorests
The New Mexican Is the fcldest news
nrh insulation offers onnortunity for trading and log rolling. The
growing circulation
and
lives.
while
their
won
fortunes
and
wasting
Men
have
large
In
the
Territory,
very postofflce
schedules should be adopted one at a time on the basis of the expert dats
Southwest.
A convention note in the Chicago Tribune says:
among the Intelligent and progressive peopte ol the
collected by the tariff commission which should be required to report to
0
and the president at stated times.
"A newspaper artist in the press stand wao has been 'hitting off' the congress
0
ne was up
'big fellows' at the national conventions for years, confessed
"Business should be so supervised bb to make prosperity also take the
stump.
r
and reasonable prices to tne con" "They're all new ones on me,' he complained, 'How am I going to carl- shape ol good wages to the
snd business rivals are insured Just treatment, and
Investors
while
sumer,
"
'em?'
know
I
don't
faturn these auvswhen
as sedulously as the
UATCH THE ScNATE.
That torn been a oeculiar characteristic of all the progressive conven the farmer, the man who tills the soil, is protected
FedelaTcommerce Court Judge Archbald's Impeachment was unanimous,
of waraworker himself."
a
as
well
as
sign
an
and
held
it
encouraging
sign
been
is
have
that
and voted by the house, tions
That does not sound revolutionary nor dangerous nor dictatorial does it?
oia
ly recommended by the house Judiciary committee
strength. It shows the entire absence of bossism and the enforcement oiboss
who voted No.
It has the tone of helpfulness and relief. It has the human ring and surely
do not know how to
conventions
to
new
men
the
political
as
again unanimously, save for one lone Pennsylvanian
methods
Oil Machine which
It is a quotation from Roosevelt s
of those long tried methods operated under the steam there is no intimation of bossism in it.
is a protege of the
Archbald was first and are ignorant
convention.
has for years made the old Keystone state a byword.
shows that the delegates who have been attending these speech at the Chicago progressive
It
roller
system.
.
com0
and promoted to the
to tne
appointed by McKinley, reappointed by Roosevelt
late conventions are of and from the people. They have awakenea
convention show a radical
American
the
the
which
Some
In
rules
of
the
progressive
by
of
adopted
merce court by Taft.
the position
come to a realization
,
as jurj conditions and
which
Archbald's first Judicial act was to appoint a railroad attorney
been placed; that they have not been recognized; that their departure from the old system of procedure, and all are along lines
have
people
voice. One of the
One of his latest acts was to conduct a secret correspondcommissioner.
have not been considered; that the action of the past conventions has curb the power of the bosses and give the people greater
rights
had
case
a
that
not changes precludes the right of a delegate in a convention, seated on prima
ence with an attorney of the L. & N. railroad, concerning
been with an eye single to the advantage of a class, and that class has
omce
Inquired
been argued and submitted to the commerce court. Archbald first
tha vprvdsv cltizeu of the country: that selfishness ana greea nas cun- facie evidence to vote on his own contest and another prohibits any
as
answer
- whether
affirmative
an
one
for
on the national committee. Both are progressive measures.
holder
and
an official of that road who had given
made
passed
been
serving
legislation
have
that
appointments
trolled;
con0
shown by the record, had not Intended to give a negative answer. He
purpose, and that purpose the perpetuity of certain political organizations
Sec. says In See's paper that It was not Incompetency that defeated
tinued to advise the railroad's counsel of differences of opinion among the and the retention of power.
cenhim. It was because Lucero got the most votes. Sure thing. That s always
members of the court and to suggest ways of overcoming tne oDjecuons vi
Never since the organization of the republican party, over half a
ihn.a nnnnaod tn th railroad. This whole correspondence waa concealed nrr mm has the present condition presented itself. Then as now, the dele- the reason one fellow beats another, but there must be a cause for the fellow'B
th interstate commerce commission. The -- (., m th onnvsntinn were men new to politics. They were there to getting the most votes, and we opine that competency" had something to do
commerce court
public would like to know (how many other members of the
about a regeneration, being wearied with oppression and the lack of with See's defeat. But the competency was Lucero's.
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NOT RETIRE HE SAYS

It is nistory repeating useu.

0
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PRESIDENT

BANK DECLARES
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FIRST NATIONAL

STREET

DAY ARE WITHOUT

RUMORS

TO-

FOUNDATION

A Btreet rumor which gained considerable credence vo the effect that
Major R, I. Palen, veteran banker
and president of the First National
bank would retire from active b'lsU
pcbb Boon and that ono jf the lionrd
of directors would succeed lilm, was
positively denied by Major Palen this
morning.
"I am not going to retire," s.tid
Major Palen to a New Mexican re"I have never even given a
porter.
thought to such a thing and you may
say that the report Is untrue and that
I have no idea of quitting the First
National Bank at this time or in the
future.
"So long as I feel that I can handle
tbe affairs of the bank as they have
been handled in the past, sc long will
I continue in my present position, I
have, within the past 'ew ocys, received a couple of banking vropoi.lt-lo- ns
which would greatly enlarge my
Bphere of work but I have rejected
One came from Albuboth of them.
querque and another from the east.
intend to remain here, however.
and build the First National bank on
the same foundation It always has bad
for conservative,
honest
banking
methods."
BUSTED BUILDING AND
LOAN ASSOCIATION WILL
NOT LET RECEIVER

IN.

San Francisco, Calif., Aug.
When Francis J. Brandon, placed in
charge of the Continental Building and
Loan Association by George S. Walker, state building and loan commissioner, attempted to take possession
today he found the doors locked and
a company guard inside. Deputy
Brandon Immediately reported to R.
W. Harrison,
Commirepresenting
ssioner Walker, and Harrison went Into conference with Attorney General
Webb to determine If a forcible entry
would be wise. The state is definitely in control of the Continental today.
Judge Graham in the superior court
having made permanent his order of
Saturday giving Commissioner Walker power to liquidate the affairs of
Judge Graham upheld
the attorney general, who argued that
a oPlcer of the state ought not to bo
restrained from performing his pub-H- o
duty.
Commissioner Walker, who declared the Continental insolvent, last
Thursday, with liabilities exceeding-$300,00is 111 in his home at San Jose
with congestion of the lungs. Attorney General Webb announced as his
decision that he would file a petition
cltlnB " directors and officers of the
association to show cause why Bran- don shu,d not be Permitted to take
poswasion,
12.

The past two weeks have revealed a wider scope in the third party
Dy
is the fact movement than was thought probable at an earlier date, and the warning
One thing of deep significance in the progressive movement
owned
banks
culm
(coal)
deal
for
of Massachusetts to the Btate committeeArchbald Is found engaged in numerous
thnt it is bound by no traditional alliances with tfhe old sectional parties, of the democratic state chairman
hv railroads which bad litigation before his court. A large stockholder in and has nothlnir to do with sectional issues. The thing that appeals to all men of that state as to the third party's strength in the Industrial districts
railroad corporations paid Archbald's expenses on a pleasure trip to Europe. nonni. with a natrlotio fervor is that the new party stands for those prac of Massachusetts was not given as one of danger to the republican party
Anybody who is interested in further details may obtain them by asking tices and principles of a square deal government which the people of our alone, but was full of significance as to what might happen to the democratic
hie congressman to send to him the report of tne nouse juaiciary commiuee country believe in and are now demanding. There are no divisions along vote In those districts of the Bay state.
There are signs of similar import from New York and Ohio. In fact,
made after it had heard the evidence.
sectional lines, no east, no west, no north, no south, but it is a people's
We can now see more clearly why big business supports and finances movement, and all who have Joined it are for an equal opportunity ior an the danger signals are out for the two old parties from all over the country.
It is not as funny as it was a few weeka ago, when the standpat republicans
political bosses and their machines. Judges are handplcked by big business and against boss government.
to place the great progressive move
and appointed on the recommendation of these bosses. The lid has been
There can be no dividing line between citizens who stand for the propo- and the democrats alike were Inclined
not
have
should
reason
he
In 1896 and other
Why
taken off, because one of their tools saw no
sition that their own government shall hold the equal balance between the ment In the clasB of the Palmer and Buckner niovement
went
in
it
about
and
..
getting
a share of the swag filched from the public
humbleat citizen and the most powerful trusts. There may be divisions political movements of even less Importance
diviIt is the Intention of the progressive party to fight strenuously for the
raw way.
on issues built only on selfish interests or party prejudice but no line of
Archbald has not yet been separated from Uncle Sam's Judiciary pay sion, sectional or otherwise, can be drawn where a people are united on a eradication of the recognized evils that are existing at the present time
s
vote sustaining the bouses im
and this new party will have to be reckoned with in every state in the Union,
roll. The senate must give a
great principle that Is basic in its origin.
comes forward as the outgrowth of resistless de and the campaign Is to be one of kaleidoscopic changes and Btartling climaxes
peachment before that will be accomplished. Will it fail to do Its duty, as
The
party
progressive
It did In refusing to oust Stephenson and Lorimer, on the first vote, or will mands of an united people.
in all localities. It is very significant that one of the greatest and staunch-es- t
democratic dailies in the United States has sounded a note of alarm
It send Archbald after Lorimer? Keep your eye on the U. S. senate.
0
0
"We propose boldly to face the real and great questions of the day, and and is calling upon the members of the party to beware 1bof over confidence,
an acknowledged
as the independent vote promises to be very heavy. It
It Is one of the marvels of the age that the two cities of the world not skillfully to evade them as do the old parties. We propose to raise
men can repair, and under which all fnr that nin..v.lt la a Iwlnv ovumnla nf the nla" Hflmiiti anli-l- t tn "find A
claiming the highest civilization New York and Parts have pushed Dodge aloft a standard to wfhich all honest
con
His hold on the
if they are
way or make it," and he is not one who ever surrenders.
City, Nome, Flagstaff and Bullfrog off the map as centers of the homicide can fight, no matter what their past political differences,
. 0,0n nnn
, ...
i. tinA .,
nnlr
tne ueaa issues oi
to
dwell
no
among
and
the
to
face
future
longer
tent
industry.
It seems today stronger than ever before and none of the leaders of the
no the past."
Most of those towns are now peaceful spots where the
bewildered
Do
are
to
meet
check
it.
or
how
remarks?
old
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know
above
In
the
They
concealed
organizations
in thora nnv indication of a bomb
longer promotes the private graveyard. Texas, the land of Colonel Bowie
movement. They
playing cards, or drink thev annear dangerous? Is there anything that looks revolutionary m mem: at the growth and tremendous strength of the progressive
and Daw Crockett, sends men to Jail for
old
delivered
members of both parties breaking away from their allegiance ROYAL THEATER AT
he
time
RooBevelt
which
see
Theodore
of
They are quoted from the speech
ing: in public. The murder business has moved to New York. Where police
NEW WESTMINSTER
and cannot tell how far reaching the defection Is going to be.
men and courts are most numerous, where society is most settled, where at Chicago.
d
democratic paper says, in
0
The Cincinnati Enquirer, the old,
WRECKED BY DV.VAMITE..
walks abroad by daylight as It never did in the
; crime should be least, murder
an edlorlal
mining town, safe for brief periods.
MAKE.
THEV
THE
ERROR
"The regular republican organization, as was proved last June in Chi Robbers Blew Safe and Laid Money
The cause?
"The formation of new parties Is not novel in tne uniiea siaien. r.v;i cago, is under command of experienced, aggressive, skilled, artistically ef
Bare But Were 8o Frightened They
It lies In the kind of government New York has for so long been cursed
some fective
of
are
the
them.
more
of
one
or
they
product
Generally
sees
Fled Without Taking Loot.
campaign
leaders, men who only seek results, not arguments or explanations,
With. Crime attracts criminala. A criminal class breeds and multiplies.
where
an
instance
been
there
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if
ever,
to
meet
but
risen
seldom,
indlvdual's
Roosevelt
and Colonel
has always
every political difficulty
effort,
But New
No community wants such conditions. New York does not.
one man has been able to dominate the resulting organization as will be that has blocked his progress."
New Westminster, B. C, Aug. 12.
York is not a
community. For generations our greatest city the
old
case
here."
the
In
demoralization
the
utter
looks
It
e
like
After shattering the safe in the Royal
organizations.
has been held helpless In the grip of two corrupt machines the
error
The above auotatlon from an eastern standpat paper shows tne
theater with charges of
0
I
reDubllcan machine, and the Tammany crowd in the city. Both have Been
which the supporters of the old organizations are laboring. The one
the strength of which was evi- or blindness, on the
of
a
machines of criminals. Not murderers, but followers of the game of big under
remarkable
too,
It
optimism,
quality
requires
hundred
eleven
delegates.
man's party does not hold conventions attended by
safe blowers
nort nf tha nroRlHpnt. tn rierlflrA that "the republican partv has not dently underestimated
graft. The loot has been the streets, the wharves, and the franchises and with every
or
more
new
parueo
state in the Union representea. TJie "one
contracts of the state and the city.
there would not be In Chicago during the were 80 frightened last night by the
not
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it
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enougfl
mentioned as organized
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am not take tne
Honesty (has been in eclipse. Big graft has needed little graft for the to meet in a national convention with a delegate attendance greater than nr...ni wool, lovn hunrtpon rieloMtAa forming a nw nartv. Had the srreat "eavy explosion tney
held fast to its original tenets there would be no progressive or- - m? ine5r wh'cn l"? In Plain sight. Firenay of the smaller fry. Protection to gambling and prostitution is a neces
organization
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to
old
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of
the
one
organization
of
either
that
parties
was extrai"s'u
sary part of the system for how else are the city workers to be rewarded. in
today. It is the fact that it has changed that has awakened the ,"""""u l""
every commonwealth. The new parties have never been able to assem- gantzatlon
"iiuuut uiucu uamage.
Amerlran- neonle. It is the fact that it has changed that it is to be decisive- - 5"'"
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fresh
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nf tn tapt that it
team railway grafters, tariff grafters, trust grafters, smugglers and their
bent on the upbuilding of an organization that recognizes
- bloc8 ,rom tDe Pllce etation and an
like are all leagued together to loot a great city, a greater state, and a good and alliances,
the rights that it is facing today. an utter repudiation by an aroused and indignant peoto
desire
with
a
and
only
deal
a
uphold
government
only
square
distance
from the bank of Mon- equal
part of the greatest nation in the world, the mere trifle of human slaughter between individuals and between the individual and the government.
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cannot be allowed to stand in the way of the business.
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of
sense
in
movement
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The progressive movement is not a one man's
i.uuu.
They are looking for the men higher up in the Rosenthal case. Let the word. The fact that the ensemble of the great- Chicago convention was stolen for him at Chicago. Surely Mr. Taft needs all the optimism he has
OIHCCI lAtf HELD UP.
Xllflt. WhAfA t)A flnflft tilB I
In Mo ...t.m fa fa,.o nt tha TtroaoTlt
them go to Belmont, Morgan, Ryan, Richard Croker, Bill Barnes and George
new proves the very force of the strength of the movement and that It Is
Chicago, III., Aug. 12. A street
tn dlRC.nvr nn- W. Aldrldoe. They are the men higher up. Thurlow Weed and Boss Tweea
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of
men,
a
not
the
result
disappointment
were the men higher up. The men who have kept the people of the city of
taken care of him up to noId UP aai tne robblngo f passenger
dous uprising that will not down. Had the convention been composed, even less it Is in a kind Providence which has graciously
on a crowded street car netted ban- New York from governing themselves, who have balked democracy through
of the old organizations, the argument this time, and which he hopes will not desert him In his hour of great need.
old
bosses
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and
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part,
the Rube legislators of tbe rural districts and the swashbucklers of Tarn.
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loaay.
Amone other cheerful thoughts given voice by the president are these:
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unavailing
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Journals
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apply,
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standpat
Four robbers boarded a Western
many Hall are the men higher up. They have made murder so safe in New under the conditions as
"The republican party does not believe that human nature, has changed;
exist.
actually
they
avenue
car, covered the passengers
York city that no skill is needed in it, no darkness, no mask, no caution. It
but a determined demand for "We fi.vor the greatest good to the greatest number, but we do not believe I with revolvers and
Proeressivlsm is not
Is simple as the killing operations at Armour's.
escaped after tak-n- r
that tis can be accomplished by minimizing the rewards of individual effort
and probity. It Is not a party of today but a party of perpetuity,
equity
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will have a permanent place in American political
tor- - Several passengers, among whom
The "right of property" of which Mr. Taft is so solicitous can only be
Another text In our creed:
Collier's Weekly has many editorials on courts and lawyers that are
re wmn, were forced to give up
of his masters.
It does not have ref- the
which
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that
possession
0
property
worthy of consideration. Here is one:
Dresumable. to the little property of mill hands or those people trielr lwelry. A, C. Thumm, owner
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giants among lawyers.
haVA nnt annABlnd tn thn Tafi 01 a Chain Of cigar Stores, Was Ohok- There In Iho ,mmn ntolk. nf llfo xuhnoa IntArastR
time-serven Imperative step toward reducing the present high cost of living.
among the profession, and their influence has been baneful.
nniiHneAnt to anv noticeable extent. The minimizing of the rewards of in- - eu ,IUO unconsciousness and robbed
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The
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really
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and Jewelry valued at 1500.
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nree men " th north side. The
great Judge admires the lawyer of spirit and Independence. Justice rarely Wherever Investigation discloses that any particular tariff schedule In
everything in sight and hold it, as has been the custom of those who have by.
creases the cost of living, such duty should be reduced.
flows from men of small minds."
.vuubisenirlnAArAd thB renomlnation of President Taft.
0
This question of Judges and lawyers has come into unusual prominence
0
The question of the negro and his relationship to the progressive move
within the last few years, but we are not prepared to admit that it is not a
The New Mexican congratuInteB the Fosters on the enterprise they are JOHN DANIELS THROWN
day of great lawyers. The great questions of government and of statesman- ment has been widely discussed. It Is summed up about this way: While
IN BASTILE WHILE
Mexico Magazine, mentioned elsewhere, and
ship have changed In character, and there is less chance today for a great the republican party accepts negroes from the south and practically keeps displaying In publishing the New
IN ALBUQUERQUE.
lawyer to display his gifts. Our courts of this day are filled with that class them from the northern delegations, and while tbe democrats bar the colored we wish for them an abundant and gratifying success in the venture,
0
of cases that are more commercial In cnaraeter than they were In former man entirely, the progressives will invite and encourage colored men in the
Clerk at Montezuma Hotel Now
years, in the day of our early struggles; the day that brought men like Web north to Join the party and in the south will leave their standing to the local
Evidently the senate Is too busy with other matters IKas) to take up so
Threatens to 8ue Duks City For
ster to the front. The questions then were more questions of human rlghti organizations for settlement
trivial a thing bb the U. S. marshalshlp for New Mexico.
0
Falsa Imprisonment,
0
and they were more appealing In character and more spectacular in effect
President Taft says he will not countenakee any coalition with the pro
But, with the same questions for consideration it Is fair to presume that great
An edict from the New York police Is that all unmuzzled dogs must be
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 12, John
lawyers and great Judges would rise to meet the emergencies. Tbe present gressives In Ohio. "Nobody asked you," seems appropriate as a quotation shot. That will be easy. Shooting In New York city, whether it's dogs or
Daniels, clerk at the Mbntezuma hotel
tendency la again toward the lights of individuals, the human tide of govern Just there. If the president bas many more withdrawals from his state ticket gamblers, is no trick at all.
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more,
anything
mental Hfe, and It should bring Into prominence
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way of coalition. His forces seem to be too badly shattered to get even a
and the great Judge.
pure, It would
Senator Root declares that Taft's nomination is 99
own.
of
of
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the Santa Fe police on a charge
It is not pleasant to think that In any department of life, we are degen
be Interesting to see Dr. Wiley's analysis on that.
0- that he had smashed up a rig belong- If in a certain degen
erating and our lawyers are men of "smaller minds.
If Governor Wilson should be elected president he cannot expect to keep
eracy in great governmental ideals, we have slipped back a little, it does not
nrvan i,a. nnntrihntd 11.000 to the Wilson camDaiim fund. Why don't ln8 to a Santa Fe livery concern. Afler
mean that we will not recover. It some of our Judges have been caught In himself so aloof from rows and factions as he Is now attempting to do. Ho h B iv. lrtnr or two.. and Day
"au spent tnirty-sllours
.
. - it that way?
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this seeming backward movement, It does not mean that they bave alb degen is very coy Just at present and doing the diplomatic act; but should he act
e
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not
Santa
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erated in ability nor sense of Justice. We believe that in the great struggle ually land in the White House lie will find that the mailed fist will be the
la the latest. Now if the needless inventor would
police
i
,tormeln
of an equitable relationship between the Duly thing that will tame the multitude.
want him.
He was then released.
ahead of u for a
bis attention to grapes.
turn
0
Daniels Is now threatening
suit
people and corporative power that the lawyers and the courts will not be
An eastern man wants his marriage annulled on the ground that his
lacking In fairness, Justice and patriotic Impulse which is so necessary for
Interfere with any rows in the demo against the city for false Imprisonnot
will
he
Wilson
Woodrow
says
an equitable alignment of rights between opposing beliefs or antagonistic wife is deaf and dumb. There are occasions where that might be grounds
He Is good and angry and bas
ment,
cratic party. Woodrow's optimism Is as touching as Tafts.
for marriage rather than divorce.
forces.
o
emploj'tl an attorney. .
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There aro said to be 14,000 patents Issued In this country covering the
Some magazine writer In an attempt to say something new, writes
The straw vote may not be indicative of much, but Individual action Is. Woman is not a personality, but a symbol." That fellow will see it differ- manufacture ol shoes. If only some inventive genius woum invent some WOUNDED BATTLE8HIP
IS PROCEEDING TO
C. R. Barnes, editor of the extension division- department In the University
thing that would bring down the cost.
untly after he' married.
.
0
DRY DOCK FOR REPAIRS.
Is
of Minnesota and formerly editor In chief of the St. Paul Pioneer-Pres-s
0
laid
Stubbs
Senator
of
Curtis
Governor
Kansas,
In
which
manner
Tha
out for Roosevelt, The local Interest In this is that Mr. Barns Is the grand
A New York paper says that Eleanor Glyn was presented at court recent- father of the secretary of the Chamber of Commerce In Santa Fe; while y. It did not state wnetner it was tne royal court or tne police court and if away In the senatorial contest was one of those trivial acts that occur in
Newport, R. I Aug. 10. Convoyed
tbe public interest is mat tnis veteran carried a torch in the campaign of the latter, did she get "three weeks" or a fine.
politics not trivial to Senator standpat Curtis, nowever.
by the flagship Missouri, the battle0
1866; attended the "Under the Oaks" at Jackson, Michigan republican con0
ship Nebraska, which was damaged
vention and has been a Mfe long member of the republican party. His Join
The progressive platform Is broad enough and strong enough for any- - laBt night by striking an uncharted
The idea of tlncle Sam asking John Bull how to handle his cannl evi
number of American people are Uboal off Point Judith Is proceeding at
ing the progressive movement is fun of significance.
dently was not popular with the senate. Nor would It be with the American body to stand on, and a constantly increasing
.
0
"la five point knot up the coast today
climbing on.
people.
o
0
to dry dock at the Charlestown navy
The theory advanced a few weeks ago by some progressives that the
There Is an eight million dollar bean crop In California this year. Abal yard. The Nebraska left the practice
The ice trust has agreed to open its books to the government.
only sure way to defeat Taft was to vote for Wilson Is fast being shattered.
That
r
grounds off Block Island yesterday
More and more Is the fact impressing Itself on the voters of the country looks like a cold day for somebody.
Who cares where (he price of meat soars to.
'
0
Charlestown. Last night the Missouri
"
,
0
that the Roosevelt strength Is growing with tremendous rapidity and that
I
It must be an awful humiliation now for Just a common criminal to be was dispatched from ibere to go to
A bare runs sixty feet a second. The presidential candidates should go
every progressive can best serve the principles for which we are fighting,
ber aid.
arrested by a New York policeman,
by voting for the progressive candidate for president, Theodora Roosevelt, and get a few lessons from the hare,

natural that a Judge who would go to such lengths
railroads, should feel that be should be favored financially
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THE OLD SOLDIERS

OF ARCHAEOLOGY
tZVXXX. SCHOOLINTERESTING
e7n;.rraadded Z EM
LECTURES

DAILY DOINGS

has Issued a neat little booklet

an
nouncing the work that will be done! NEW MEXICANS BUY
iiy thla Institute from August
19 to
August 31. The Institute will be held
In the
As stated some time ago In this pa- huvou loMuns vuuiu uvb mgu, uuuerPOSTAL BONDS
high school building, and Supt.
ally they came In to the scout servDemlng, N. M., August 8. Jesus
a. raylor Is announced aa Institute
Dr. Hewett began the lectures for led them to build markets among the
per we would glv a brlet synopsis ice with the most miserable looking
who
was
stabbed
Delgado,
seriously
Prof. W. T.
of
of tome of the bodiea lately removed horse In the world and went out with Wednesday with a talk upon the Pal temples. BasalUca borrowed from In the back last
Z.;,'
I,
Saturday by Orozto ,h K
ce of the Governors, on the north the greeks, were built In the market
APPLICATION IS MADE FOR BLOCKS OF
from the Fort Wlngate cemetery to the a "Maud 8."
Ponce, Krew worse this morning .nd w, vlglt
tne ?nte7est of
Arthur O'Nell Is also among those lde ot the P'aza. He pointed out the place. Here law courts were held,
Notional cemetery at Santa Fe, N. M.
aer cultural avian.inn
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even
was
'act
the
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that
one
lie
and
business
those
loafof
old
building
removed,
transacted
here the
It Is feared that be will Superintendent Alvan N.
operation.
Most notable among tbem wai "Old time soldiers that could
White Mrs '
STATE
be depended before the coming of the Spaniards, ers lounged through the sunny after- not survive the wound.
T. B.
n- - n ,d
' Washy" an old Navajo squaw, who at on at any time, and who had had serv- - which is
proved by finding puddled noons.
Wan Brothers are digging 160 sacks Mexico Unlver.lrv.' n or
one time saved Fort Wlngate, or Its ed under General E. A, Carr from the walls within the adobe walls when
About this time the struggle be of Irish
'
potatoes to the acre in their son of the New Mexico College of
Washington, D. C, Aug. 12. Infor
garrison from being massacred, All first day be enlisted, and' he thought the building was remodelled a few tween the aristocrats and pleblans
Agriculture and Mechanlo Arr- - nr
mation made public today by Post
the troopi were out In the Held after there was only one man in the army, years ago. The Spanish taught the began. In the beginning only aris- truck garden near Demlng.
M.
The following party left Demlng
Light ot Sliver City Normal ahnni master General Hitchcock shows that
hostile Indians, and only a tew mem- that was his colonel; well there were Indians to make adobe brick and tocrats could hold office but
during
H. Roberta, of New Mexico
In
DOStal aavlnpfl
Itannaltnl-Vanr
bers left back for guard duty, the sick lots of others that thought so then, hence adobe brick walls can
iuesaay morning wun a wagon, one "r- only date the struggle the pleblans gained con hack,
N'ormal
nine saddle horse, cooks and
University, of East Las Vegas, I Mexico applied on July 1st for $2,- In the hospital and the wives of off- and think so Btill today. But poor from the time of the
r,
trol and Cicero boasted that he was
Spanish
D
wl1'
Prestnt during the institute 680 of the third issue ot
icers and soldiers. Then the Nava- when his regiment the "Gal- - quest. Before that the Indians had the first pleblan to become counsel. guide for a month's outing on the
postal sar- west fork of the Gila: Herb Osmer. a"u '
instructive talk. nrf
Jos were considered a hostile tribe, loping Sixth" left and he was left be- made
Ings bonds.
Application for this
In the time of Julius Caesar the
only puddled wai.s, which were
ture'Tna
Institute
la under the
and it seems that, learning that the hind it broke him all up and It la be- made In the same
guide; Nathan Oamer, cook; G. W.
amount was made by 6 depositors and
way as the poured Forum became so crowded that Cea-sa- r
Thoa.
R. Taylor,
Ed ernl uPelsion ot Miss Grace O.
It Is particularly Interesting to note
past was garrisoned by only a few, lieved that he died from grief over cement walls ot today, using skins for
near the market
bought
ground
M.
W.
coun'y
A.
B.
uperlntendent of public that more than $3,000 of the total
King,
Nordhaus,
they concluded to attack It while the the departure of bis regiment.
the mud moulds.
and began the erection of the Basi- Misses Elizabeth
rrom
vl"m
was
main garrison
further Infor- amount ot bonds applied for are those
absent on field
Waddlll, Margaret
There Is one monument at the San',ucu,n'
After the arrival ot Onate In 1605 lica Julia, which was completed by Moore, Louise and lone
duty. Old Washy as she was ever af- ta Fe National cemetery which speaks
Hodgdon and . ,' " """"""ng the work of the In the registered
form. Indicating
ue secured.
ter known had been doing the wash- for the love and loyalty of one soldier the Spanish began the reconstruction Augustus. Julius Caesar was the first Mrs. M. A. Nordhaus.
that they are being purchased aa a
ot the building, veneering the pud- to have a uniform plan for the builduemmg, fy. M., Auk. i! rh
u Tov.
h
ing for some of the officers' ladies, for another, Dennis O'Leary, company
permanent inveatment.
and being treated kindly by them "T" 92ri tnfnntrv Hlarf Anxll 1 1 am dled walls with adobe brick. The ings of the Forum.
the.Dnln Real Estate and were received for 4 couponApplication
Falls, Idaho, Is 'introducing the cor- bonds of
The views of the Forum at prePalace was completed In 1608 and
formed an affection for them strong and was burled In the llftla m
system of Irrigation Into the
rugatlng
the 20 denomination and 2 ot the
er than tribal' connections to her. She covered cemetery to the left of the UBea 07 si"""8" omciaia tor tne next sent look like pictures taken In a Mlmbres valley. He has ten acres supplement the city water works, has 1100. Of the registered bonds appli
years, .ine wings ex. marble yard to those whose Imagina- now In alfalfa under this Bystem, and
tuiupieiea oy Messrs Sldev rj
learned of this assault upon the fort, nost. At Wlmrata hl frit,H .nrf h,,. '""'eniy-nv- e
cation was made for 14 of the 1100
and sneaked there after dark, went to ky had thought the world of Dennis tended much further to the east and tion can not reconstruct temples on he says It works perfectly In this val
'
and 2 of the
ated by a 50 horse pa er
Jklo,;ldenom,uatlon
ome of her lady customers and In and missed him very much, In fact, west than the present building and the ruins. Dr. Wilson told a story ley. Corrugations
are made eigh
lng a grand totaI of '2'400 ot the re"
18 inch American
turbtn
formed them of what was to happen he took It to heart and wandered Into In the "reat fortified Pa:ace all the of a hurried American tourist who teen Inches apart and
i
four Inches
r?d bnd'-o- f
onl8
next morning. Of course everybody the hills to be alone In his sorrow. spanlsl1 Population took refuge dur-H- told his guide that he had time to deep across the field, and a sufficient stage, to deliver the water to
Wlth resP
of the amount ot
the stand pine which l
see only the monuments of Rome number ot
.v.m- that could carry a gun was at once
comrades remarked this and asi1"" times of Indian rebellions,
corrugations are opened at five feet
bond applied for Albuquerque leads
erraed, and even some of the women he was a fine young fellow and attend- The Spanish were defeated In the which are the most famous the won once to the feed-ditcto accommo
other
0
the state with
went on the hill, where the water ed to his duties strictly, was a gen-- ' rebellion of 1680 and the Indians took derful church o. Saint Peter and the date the entire head of water. The Judging from the ground and cw the and cities of In
order are Carlsfollowing
acter of the water bearing
works are located now, to help defend eral favorite. Still his wandering off possession of the Palace. This lasted Roman Forum. The guide took the water trickles down
n.
gravel
the
countered, c. J. Laughren, manager bad, tsfuo; Alamogordo, $500. The tothe post. At daylight sure enough tnat way worried some of the rest of until 1693 when DeVargas reconquer-th- e tourist to the Forum first and after and subs out, this supplying Irrigation
the soil m me
w tal amount on deposit In these cities
company, estimate
th
the Nnvajos were seen slowly commen, and they were beginning to led the land In the name of Spain, the tourist had looked at the ruins with moisture without
wetting the well will have a
folIow": Albu- Majr 31,1 w"
ing towards the post. When uhey bring this matter to the notice of Snanish BrnvnrnnrR then ncpnnlpri the for a minute he said "Well now which surface except in the
capacity of 1500 al.ion
..
corrugatlo.ns. iuu per minute. The water
saw the large number of men, which lueir company commander.
bearing '
When palace until 1821 when the Mexican Is this?"
savea
This
loss
from
of
water
eva
$1,714.
strata are as follows: 65 to 57; 60 to
4
On the ruined shrines ot the godbey supposed they were, only seen one aay tnis young man came Into government took charge of It. Gen-th- e
and
saves
also
to
cultivation
poration
This
is the third bond Issue since
SO; 87 to 96; 103 to
the guns glitter, they came to the con124; 134 to 139,
quarters and requested Bome of eral Kearney captured it for the dess Vesta the Germans have planted some extent.
the installation of the postal savings
It also has the ad making an aggregate of 50
clusion that part of the regular garri tie men there, to come out In the United States In 1846 and from this myrtle and laurel trees the myrtle
feet of live
of
to
vantage
in this country. The first was
system
the
water
allowing
irrigator
I
son had returned to the post during hills with him and bring in a monu-jtlm- e
bearing material.
it has been occupied by Amer- - which was dedicated to Vesta and be run nis piant nay ana nignt as the charle.
on J ily l, 19H, and the second on
tmm.
the night and gave up their attempt -ihn
a
laurel which was won so often by nnta mav h
neirrn.
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v.ul uUl vi sanusione ior ican governors,
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I
t,nth..f
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January 1st ot this year. Compared
IUUICU LUIUigUUUl t been
UlOl,
to invade the post. It being Christ-Uia- s his old chum "Dennis." That monu- Caesar. 'These trees add a note of the
employed by J. A.
as with
Dr- night without the attention of the porter, died In the local Mahoney,
applications In New Mexico on
morning, everyone who knew her nient is at the National cemetery to- - ,At 'hres thlrty ln,the atterno'
decoration and beauty in the
hosmtal thi
living
&ave a most interesting lecture
ever after, greeted Old Washy with day and Is one of the
was Irrigator.
mork.
that
morning. Immes is the same negro January 1st, the date of the last con
once
market
place
busy
version, the number of the present
Henry Meyer states that he cut wuo wae staobed in a
her own greetings "Merry Christmas" comradeship and the real love that 011 Amerlcan architecture from the built by men long since dead.
fight a few
nine tons of alfalfa from five acres months ago. An
For
no matter whether that day was six one soldier bears for another, when da!"1 of the pn8rlm libera up to the
was held to applications show an Increase.
autopsy
LECTURES FOR THURSDAY.
"8tctlon of the Flat Iron building Thursday Dr. Hewett took the last week, that being the third cut- - determine the cause of his death nnrf the previous bond Issue applications
months gone or six months coming. At two are thrown together, like those
Mr. Meyer's place Is on the tne
pnysicians who made the exami- were received from 2 depositors for
fny rate Old Washy was a fixture at two were, that was ever shown andl1" "ew IurK oaa- - laB B"aes 11 students to the San Miguel church for ting.
nation state that bis death wae due $400 of the bonds, ot which all were in
Fort Wlngate from that date, up to should be classed with Fred Remlns:-- ! luBtratlng tllis tallc Blowed our pub the morning walk and lecture. He edge of town to the southwest.
John R.
ot Chicago, Is here solely by an abscess on hla liver jinrt the registered form.
lie, private and memorial buildings In
ton's "Bunky.1
the day of her death.
explained that long before the coming on business.Kibbey
In no way was due to
A funeral took place at the ceme all the periods ot their growth.
Another character
was "Benny
the wound he
of the Spaniards Santa Fe had been
HAITIAN EXILE' ARE
M. J. Frederick, of Paris, Texas, is received some two months
Green,'' a Navajo Indian, who while a tery Monday afternoon and was atDr. Alliot spoke especially ot the occupied as an Indian pueblo. In fact
ago.
HUGELY PLEASED THAT
here
for
a
location.
u
looking
wellv of Pittsburg. Pa..
baby, fell In the fire, face first and the tended by a large number of the mem- architecture of the southwest and San- some authorities claim that the site
Is
C. C. Parker of El Paao Is here on prospecting here this
PRESIDENT WAS BURNED.
scars left on this Indian disfigured bers of the G. A. R. who came to lay ta Fe. He urged that the architecture had been abandoned at least one hunweek.
hiui so, that he was beyond doubt the to rest the remains of a member of here should conform to the surround- dred years previous to Onate's con- business,
J. S. Vaught, of Fulton.
after
Mis.,
R. Barrier, of ML Pleasant, Texas, spending week here
Colony Residing In Jamaica For
ugliest Indian ever seen by anyone. this camp, James M. Lucas, late pri- ings and the historical Betting of the quest. This desertion may have been
Investigating
Health Plana to Return to Negro
His mouth was actually stretched from vate company "I" 121 Ohio Infantry, place. He emphasized the charm of due to drouth or other mauradlng In- Is here looking for a location.
has decided to locate here.
ear to ear, without any Intermission and who wa discharged at Washing- the unique Santa Fe and showed how dian tribes coming up from tbe south.
Reside
H. C. Cooper, of Fort Worth, Tex His family will Join him
In
Republio Soon and
shortly. Mr.
and when he laughed, which he gen ton, D. C, on the eighth day of June, essential it was to
Peace,
the modern Santa Fe had two sites at that time, as, arrived in Demlng Tuesday morn Vaught will practice law here.
keep
Kingston, Jamaica, Aug. 10. Haiti
erally did, not only his front and eye 1863. Mr. Lucas was a well known common place out of the Ancient city. the larger town occupying the present ing and will spend several days here R. W. Osborn, and son. of Roseland.
an exiles here are Jubilant over the
teeth were visible, but everyone of pioneer of Santa Fe; he died last Greek
La., are visiting Harry Bixier,
colonial mansions and Fort Marcy and the smaller the sec on business.
Mr.
temples,
his back mollars. But this was not Thursday but owing to the request of modern villas are beautiful In their tion around the old church. The setturn of events in Haiti. For months
E. P. Reldy of Lorain, Ohio, stop- Osborn'g
brother-in-law- .
Mr
his remarkable point. Anyone com his daughter who lives In California
were being laid In Jamaica for
proper environment but In Santa Fe tlement on Fort Marcy was called pea on nere on nis return trom tne born is engaged In the mercantile and plans
to
to
with
lead
await
a
her arrival the funeral was the
Benny
ing
pencil, and
and therefore Kwapogue, which means the place of Elks' convention to visit Dr. M. J. farming at Roseland and he announc- the overthrow of General Le Conte,
only appropriate
a piece of paper would be met half not neio untlli today,
A. V. N.
near the water, Moran.
es that as oon as te Is able to close and It la aaid his death is the direct
only beautiful type of architecture Is tine shell bead people
way, and in a short time this Indian
result of an intrigue between a group
while the Capitol Hill site was called
A. W. Peay of Carlsbad, Is here to out his business and
the
dispose of his
Spanish plan.
who never had any education, would MUSSULMEN
of Haitians now in Kingston and comthe little place across the wa locate.
Analso,
Interests
in
SLAUGHTER
Louisiana
he
return
will
In the evening Dr. Hewett gave a ter. All Indian towns took
sit down and with pencil and paper
UNARMED
thjeir
H. H. Jacobs received 2200 volts of immediately and locate In Demlng. patriots in Port Au Prince.
CHRISTIANS
short talk on the Rito de los Frijoles names from
reproduce a copy of a railroad engine,
The Haitian colony is preparing to
WHILE TURKS LOOK ON.
Important tribes or a pe- electricity this afternoon, having got He is very much pleased with the op-where the school will go Into camp culiar feature of the
and we have seen very few white men
return to the republic
surrounding ten his shoulder accidentally against portunitles which are presented
in
ex
two
the
wiho took engineer drawing as a study
He
In
weeks
last
August.
Bombs Are Thrown Into Market Place
country. These names given to San
house.
He tn section.
for the benefit of the strang- ta Fe were Aztec and were probably the wires in bis motor
who could do any better. At one time
t uskup and Then Knives and plained
A. S. Jones of the Lee Pharmacy,
survived the shock, and says he feels
Iob
ers
while sitting at the railroad depot at
the
Rito
de
that
Frijoles brought by the traders, for the Aztecs as well as ever
Guns Are Freely Used to Complete
Chico, Cal., who has handled Foley &
except for two holes DENVER GIRL RAVISHED
in English and was themselves did not come as far north
brook
Bean
meant
Wlngate, a new pattern of an engine
tne work.
Co.'a medicines for many years says:
burnt into his shoulder about a half
THEN MURDERED AND HER
a deep canon twenty miles directly as Santa Fe.
passed through and while It stopped
Inch deep. His motor was running at
CLOTHING TORN FROM BODY. "I consider that Foley's Honey and
there for some time, Benny noticed
miles
west
Fe
Santa
of
by
twenty
The first authentic account that we the time he
Uskup,
Turkey, Aug. 10.
Tar Compound has no equal, and is
got against the wires and
the difference In the new engine and Details ofEuropean
the massacre of Bulgarians air line altho' the trip over the road have of the settlement of Santa Fe his contact with the same killed the Police Are
For Man Who the one cough medicine I can recomLooking
the old ones he had drawn for years. Dy Mussulmans
Is
a
thirty-fiv- e
miles.
The
slides
In
is
Onate's
he
good
whldh
in
Journal
,
August 2 at Kotsoha-naKilled Pretty Teacher In Brute Like mend as containing no narcotics or
motor, showing that he received the
He sat down and made a copy of his
of here, of the Rito were very good and gave speaks of passing through "Inhabited
fifty miles southwest
Fashion Head Crushed With Stone other harmful properties."
The genengine, and then went up to the en- show the butchery lasted three hours some idea of the sheer five hundred country" near here. He went north full 2200 volts.
uine la a yellow package. For sale
PORTALES POINTERS.
gineer of the new pattern, and In- and that more than 140 Bulgarians feet ot wall on the north side of the into Chamlta and returned to Santa
Denver, Colo., Aug. 10. The hodv by all druggists.
formed him that his engine was all were klliled. The trouble
Portalea, N. M., Aug. 8. Roosevelt ot
beean with cation. At the base of the almost Fe in 1605, establishing a settlement
Miss
Calizen, about 25 years
wrong and showed him where the mlB- the pYnlnnlnn nf a KnmH nn
vertical wal are the caves which here.
county received the heaviest rain of old, was signa
i.n.j
found in a clump of weeds AN OFFICIAL COUNT
takes were in building the new en-e- i
Coronado held bis winter camp at the season last night.
Local show
market square.
Five Bulgarians were the homes of'prehlBtorlc peoples
in Aurora, a suburb of Denver, today
NECESSARY IN KANSAS.
ine smallest cnange on any and Blx other persons were killed. In the
gine.
Later the- - people Pecos sometime before this and the ers have been falling for several days
the
engine would come under his notice Five minutes later, a second bomb ex moved from the caves, which were mission churches there and at Jemez over the county, and the splendid by D. A. Talcott.
Apparently
young woman had been murdered by
and be would not hesitate to go up ploded in the same
Washington, D. C, Aug. 10. Senplace, causing not exactly spacious dwellings and must have been built a short time be rain of last night, which covered the a blow that crushed her skull.
to the engineer and call his attention further fatalities. Soon
Her ator Curtis returned to Washington
built themselves a hugh communal fore the church of San Miguel, which entire county, will Insure crops. The
afterward,
had
been tied around her today with the prediction that it
to the fact. Numerous engineers of Musulmen
stockings
appeared armed with guns, house on the level land In the bot was probably built in the year 1630. late crops will be pushed rapidly by neck and a cloth
stuffed In her mouth would take an official county to de
the old A., T. & S. F. have copies of revolvers, knives
and clubs, and car- - tom of the canon. The slides show The mission churches In Pecos and the fine season.
with
Bennies Green's engines yet in their rled out a wholesale
the Idea of prevent- cide whether he or Governor Stubbs
In
of this immense Jemez were the first established
The Roosevelt county normal which supposedly
butchery, Turk- that three-fourth- s
the
tomes. Outside of an engine Benny ish officials
ing
possibility of an outcry. Miss had carried the
the United States, antedating those is now In session is
senatorial
looking on.
community house has been excavat
being largely at- Calizen Is said to have been assaulted primary In Kansas.republican
could not draw the figure "2.'" When
The official count
Later on Turkish troops arrived ed. VleWB of the many white tents of California. Since the churches of tended.
The
the
county having
before
lx
to
asked where his father was, he had but Instead of
be
had
murder.
the
15.
August
Fecos
and
Jemez are only ruined wallB
the Mussul along the "bean brook" show what a
greatest number of schools among
none, "Where is your mother," I had men, they made arresting
a house to house happy and beautiful camp the school at the present time, we are correct the several counties of the state. It The authorities have no clue to the
no mother, being questioned closer search for
Identity of the murderer. Miss Cailzen
in
'I was cured of diarrhoea by one
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that
San
the
old has the
Miguel
saying
Bulgarians, many of whom holds there each August.
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how he came on earth, he would re- they drove to
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' was large and atten est church In America.
prison with their hands
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seen last night when she left the ani" Diarrhoea
ply, "My aunt and me came on an bound.
In the afternoon Dr. Wilson lectur
Remedy," writes M. E.
tive last night but there were no
one
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Institute
nearly
home of William Goodsell, In Aurora,
ed upon the Palatine Hill and the Sac
engine."
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One hundred
Gebhwdt, Oriole, Pa . There Is nothis dally increasing. The to take
and
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spectators present who showed
Another Is "Jack the Silversmith", and forty dead bodies were
a street cat for Denver.
For sale by all dealers.
ing better.
found, keener interest In the lectures and red Way in Home. The Palatine Hill last two weeks will enlarge the at
a Navajo Indian who had seen a sol- more than a hundred being piled
up the pictures on the screen than the is tne most desirable residence por tendance to more than last year
dier at some time mending watches In the court yardi of the Bulgarian
tion of the city but is entirely owned
four Indians sitting in the back row.
which was considerably over one
for his comrades, or others In the post, church. Much looting was done.
by the government now and occupied
Julian and his friends come from
taking a liking to the business and
by
the
In
imposing
public
buildings.
In
as
San Ildefonso and are probably
Professor Frank Caroon of the Nor
"with the rudest tools, would make
One of the most common ailments terested in the school of American days when Rome was the mistress of mal University, at Las Vegas, lectured
some of the most unique articles ever
the world there were many temnleB
hard
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of
board
the
of
afflicted
as
working people
any
manufactured by one of our city JewArchaeology
built upon this hill to the gods. Ex- at the Methodist church last night to
elers. Fur instance he would take with Is lame back. Apply Chamber- regents. The three squaws were very cavators have unearthed shrines to a large crowd.
I know a great deal of it from bitHarry Orchard now serving a life
two quarters, silver, beat them with lain's Liniment twice a day and mas- picturesque and their bright red Jupiter Victor,
Judge G. L. Reece has gone to Okla
Victory the Maiden,
He will sentence for lh3 ::,urder of twenty ter experience, and I have no hesitsmall hammer on a petit anvil, Into sage the parts thoroughly at each ap- shawls added a gay note in the aud Victory, Apollo, and many others. It homa for a few days' trip.
in fully believing the rest. And
such shape as would represent the plication, and you will get quick re- ience. These squaws are the pot- was upon this hill that
visit several points before returning six people during a 3erles of dynamit ancy
Augustus
now Mr. Slringo I have proven beColoot
for
ot
two sides of a canteen, these sides lief. For sale by all dealers.
month.
art
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the
of
who
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miners
middle
lng
about
the
outrages
tery
lived; buying the residence of the
Idaho during a strike a num yond the possibility of a doubt, that
lie would put together in Buoh a manthe "gringo salados" In the day time orator Hortensius.
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plate, musical Instruments; household burden of the state taxes falling
furniture; moneys and credits, Bhares upon the tax payers of hi county.
of Mock of any corporation or com- With all these difficulties in the way
pany; and all other property not here- of the performance of his duties as
in enumerated, with the value of the required by law, and the unfortunate
different classes of property in de- indifference manifested
by the majority of these officials, It Is hardly
tail.
Amended section 2, chapter 22, L. to be wondered at that, the average
assessor practically disregards
the
1899, p. 4S.
Section 2. That section 4032 of the Btatutesi which dflne his duties and
Compiled Laws of 1897, Ib hereby am-- ' obligations, and Is in reality a law
ended by adding thereto, the follow- unto himself.
A
has been indicated above, It is
ing words:
with Universally tjrue that the provision
And such assessor shall file
the lists of each precinct his affidavit in Section 1, Chapter 124, Laws of
1908, that all lands shall be assessed
Etntlng the time when he visited such at
I
a dead letprecinct, how long he remained there ter their actual value,
and of no more force or effect
toattending to his official duties,
than as If it had never been written
gether with a list of the persons
from the original lists and per- upon the statute books. Our assesssonal knowledge and not taken from ors are not alone responsible for this
East Las Vegas, N, M., Aug. 14.-- The
,
New Mexico State Bar aasocla-tlon met here at 3 o'clock tbU afternoon In annual Besion. The city is
all parts
from
filled with attorney
have
of the state, many of whom
cnw
wag
their families. Judge pope
uled to deliver the opening address
which will be on federal procedure.
He wilt speak If he la not compelled
to go to Denver where he hag been
asked to sit for another federal

a.

situation, as ha been indicated above.
Universal' acquiescence of long standing In a system which Is In direct violation of the law ha brought about a
condition no one taxpayer can remedy.
It U the rule, a far as the writer
know, to return property at from
actual
ot it
to
cash value, and to this arrangement
cur assessors and boards ot equalization, both county and state, have tac
We reconcile our
itly acquiesced.
conscience to this condition ot affairs,
and to our own returns when we make
them, on the ground that if as individuals we made our returns as required by mw, we would be called
upon to pay an amount which would
be' much more than our proportionate
share of the aggregate tax. While
this is true, if in Isolated cases we
coinplied with the. law, yet If all the
acted" In contaxpayers' collectively
cert and raised their returns as nearly a Si possible' to a fair approximation
to the requirement of the law, the rate
ol; taxation, falling equally upon all,
could be reduced, and the amount to
be paid by each taxpayer would be
no greater than a though property
should he returned by all at a grossly
low valuation as is the present custom.
While It Is conceded that no
such concerted action can be hoped
for, the result can be effectively attained by other means.
We have
reached the point when it may be
the
most
safely premised that
defect in our system is the
power which we place In the hands of
an Irresponsible official, who answers
to no one for his acts, and whose failure to comply with the law is only
punishable under the provisions of a
statute which is transgressed equally
by those to whom he Is supposed1 to
be responsible and In whose hands
rest the power to puniBh. It is made
no one's business to see that he performs his duty as the law directs; It
is not provided that
he Bhall have
any opportunity to compare the re
sults of his work with that of other
assessors in the state, and It cannot
be presumed that he will, of his own
initiative, undertake such a comparison to guide him In his work; therefore, It is not surprising that we have
a tax rate which is appalling to outsiders who do not understand
con
ditions.
I presume there is not a
member of the Bar present who has
not had to explain why we have Buch
a high tax rate.
With respect to equalization, New
Mexico Is as deficient In it laws as
lu every other branch of tax legislation.
We have a state board of
equalization, which, under the consti
tution, is composed of the governor,
traveling auditor, state auditor, secretary ot tate and attorney general.
This board is vested with the same
powers and duties as the territorial
board bad prior to statehood. In the
case of Poe vs. Howell, 67 Pacific 65,
our Territorial Supreme Court in 1901
defined equalization as exercised
by
the state board to mean equalization
of the several assessments
amongst
the counties so that the aggregate
amount of taxation Bhall be borne uniformly by the several counties. The
case arose on the question of the right
of the board to raise the assessment
of all counties vertically ten per cent
of the valuation of the property as
fixed by the local assessors and boards
of county commissioners, and the right
was denied on the ground that such
an exercise of power on tho part of
the state board did not fall within
the above definition nor within the
power conferred upon the board by our
In
laws, and was therefore void.
that case the power of the board with
respect to assessments delegated to
local officials was construed
to be
limited to that of a board of review
and of equalization as between the
counties of the territory.
This decision is Btill the law as to the power
of the state board of equalization in
New Mexico, and we find Iittlo relief
from our difficulties
in the powers
Our conand duties ot the board.
stitution provides for a board which
obviously is Intended to be partisan,
for it Is composed of state officials,
condiall of whom, under ordinary
tions, would1 be members of the preAt present
vailing political party.
our state board of equalization is composed of three democrats and two re
publicans, an unusual situation, which
it Is1 safe-tsay, was never Intended
nor contemplated by the framers of
the constitution.
The most serious
defect, however, is the lack of power
in the board to go behind the local assessor's returns, and for Itself determine whether taxable property has
been omitted, or the values given to
the property which does appear is far
below the proper and just value In
proportion to the value of isimilar
property located elsewhere In the
state.
Property of great value In
one county might never be returned,
and the state board would be without
power to compel Its entry upon the
Thus
rolls at a proper valuation.
one county may escape its just share
of the burden of the state levy. There
is no question but that this situation
arises annually In several counties.
No proper or just equalization as between the counties could ever be attained without an Immense amount of
work which it would be Impossible
for our board to perform, even If It
had the power and the means, composed as it is of state officials already, burdened with their own Important duties. It follows a an Inevitable and unavoidable result that
as regards true equalization our board
is an abortive and practically useless
creation of an antiquated and Ineffeca pretentious
tive Bystem, bearing
name to which it can claim no rightful title.
board of
However, this
has
other important
equalization
duties.
It is vested with the power
to determine the valuation
of all
property belonging to railroads,
telephone, telegraph and sleeping car companies, and other transportation and transmission lines, doing
business in New Mexico.
We have
no adequate provisions In our laws
to aid the board in arriving at a correct estimate
of the value of the
The re
property of such companies.
turns made by the railroads, and other
companies, must be accepted as correct, or else the board, If it deems
the return Incorrect as to the quan

or negligently admlnlg. ourselves.
Improperly
There is none of greater'
' " ' ' '
tered.
'.importance to all than the raising of
(11) To investigate, the tax lys Jr venue and the equal distribution of
terns of other stater and countries the burden of taxation.
The people
and to formulate and recommend such ot every community are prone to look
to
the
sitter states.
lawyers to take the lead in
legislation as may b deemed expedtIn the limited time at my disposal ent to prevent evasion of assessment the formulation of laws to correct! Estancla, N. M., Aug. 14. Hon, M.
It 1 impossible to take up the laws and tax laws and to secure Just and abuws and initiate reforms. We law- - T..Moriarty is in the county seat to.
ot any one state and indicate by an eoual taxation and Improvement In yerB in New Mexico would be recre- - day transacting legal business.
ant to the trust so reposed in us If w- Dunlavy, merchant ot Wll- analysis of them how this problem the system of taxation In the state,
not grapple with the difficult lnra' 18 ln town thl morning hobnob- has been met elsewhere, but for
the
system
To ln(lulre lnto
(J2)
- 0f
me revision ot our tax "
""" """ "
imxaji mw uim v.
'""'""
accounting of public fund In use
mend those Interested to the Wiscon .
"volve a solution by the in- - The editor of the New Mexican
mnniles.
216
'don't
corn
with
like any but
sin statute, starting
fed turkeys.
of legislation
chapter
which
and to devise and prescribe a uniform "trumentallty
of the Laws ot 1905 ot that state, on
u,,r neeas and sweep out of "
"
uiin a nera ot
of accounting ot the receipts
of rail system
a
existence
Che subject of the taxation
are
Pri
winners
that
system which Is Intolergetting that
of public funds In,
and disbursements
...
able in its Inequalities. insufficient sieen juok wnicn comes irom name
roads, and to chapter 447 of the Law:..
nt tha .tate
tne purposes for which it was Nature'
ot
fat worms. Last
cf 1905, on the sunject or tne taxation
tor
diet
.... ...... create(j an(1 a demomUji,,- - influence week a brigade of army worms invadw
" vu
"4
of express companies, sleeping car
pv
line companies, me governor 01 .,
t
ed the farm of one of our big turkey
companies, freight
' taxpayer.
of taxation, the admlnlstra - .
,
The teg Elation which Is needed to raisers, who promptly turned out his
werauBt'tion
thereto
in
relation
laws
ot
the
a'solutlon
then
In offerin
turkB and what they did to the army
wit to the soeHal requirements worm was a plenty.
nation ln th
'of commission, and to furnish the gov- nas
should receive much
K
By night there vei not a warm In
awi ,
ml hod 01, ernor from time to time such assistthe,
prescribing , the
a. he may re- - , consideration on the part of those sight and the two hundred turkeys
assessments, and the, duties of the of- - mc and Information
Jntere8ted m the
on K had that prosperous look which
The ulre'
fleer., who fixes the valuation.
'would be impossible to incorporate come from good Jiving.'.
To transmit to the governor b
(14)
same problem has been before the
aWB rf gny one
or The Central Baptist association of
. .
, ,
citizens of every state in the union, and to each member of the legislature,
New Mexico will meet here this week
and in many ha been solved in a thirty days before the meeting of the fu,fll the requlpementg of New Mex. at
the Baptist church. The opening
v....... ,co u hag begn the cugtom ,n otner
simple manner cy me creation or a legisiaiuie, mo
Bermon will be preached Wednesday
state board ot tax commissioners with '.Ion showing all the taxable property Btat(ji be(ore pa8Bfng ,eg(jaUon
r.
night by Rev. J. A. Land, of
broad powers sufficiently coraprehen - In the state and the vulue of the same tne 8ub,ect to enactj
an
Tbe business sessions will
clve to enable the board to control in tabulated form with recommenda w(mI(J
b
hkh
into exist'!
bo held on Thursday and
Friday.
directly the acts of the local tax as- - tions for Improvement In the system 'temporarJt commlBsU)n t0 nTe6,Jat9 Most
of the one hundred and sixty
essors. In other words, In place ot of taxation In the state, together with metno(l9 in exl,tence and t0
pr
will
be
in
the
churches
state
Baptist
local assessors, these such measures as may be formulated legiglatlon ,,h,ch , meet tne
irresponsible
These churches Have
represented.
states now have a state board to for the consideration ot the lgis!a- Such
commi8. affiliated
n!e(la of tne
with the Southern Baptist
which every assessor is directly re - ture.
v,
cin. ...
convention in the past and It is exsponsible and under whose close su- (15) To exercise and perform such tnoBe pul.p08eg and are appointed for
pervlslon he operates. Ample powers further powers and duties as may be a year wtn Bpetia powers which will pected that at the coming meeting
are always given the board to enforce granted to or Imposed upon the com- - permit them to obtain information jliere an effort win be made to unite
all the BaptlstB In New Mexico, both
its orders and to compel obedience mission by law.
such as Is needed and upon which may
to the law. Wisconsin was one of, Thfi Wisconsin law as to valuation be based a comnrehennivA rnnnrt and ol the Northern and Southern conven
tions in one state association.
the first states to recognize the neces- - of -- eal property requires the assessor suitable recommendations.
The Bar
R. A. Marble has bought sixty head
sity of such a board, and in 1905 a (Q asseB8 ,rom actUal view or from association should draw the attention
state tax commission was created Dy Dest information that he can practical - , of the legislature to our needs by a of ewes from Victor Luera and will
feed
them on his farm near Torreon
the legislature, to consist of three v nbtatn. at the full value which resolution recommending th
this winter. These ewe are retired
members appointed by the governor, coul(J ordinarily be obtained therefore of such commission bo that the
legls- - from
range duty on account ot age,
were 10 oe at priVate sale, and the tax commiB- - nature at it next session may act
ui wuico uu mors man
but Mr. Marble, who has large quanof the same political party. The BloDi Dy vlrtue of lts powers a above intelligently In
the
necessary
passing
three commissioners can accept no 6et forthj can and does enforce strict laws. I, therefore, offer the following tities of feed, expects to raise a big
lamb crop from them and shear a
uiur euuuoymeiii 01 any cnaracier, compliance with (he law.
reeolutiop, copies of which should be
fine fleece for several years to come.
and must be skilled on tax matters
As ndicated
ny tue promptness ent to the speaker of the House of This Is one ot the first
steps towards
and to tne lieutenant
f
witn wllk.n numer0Ug other states
Vv
in 1907, the commission is to gather ,
governor, and tn the eYivornm- - nf fh the development of an industry in
vo,,
iit,,Mnn
statistics, annually of the value of o( the tax commlssion waa a great'tate, by them to be submitted to this valley that will be a profit wincertain kinds of personal property
bodies over which the two first ner.
,ucceBS an4 solved tne problem whch the
Captain Freo Fornoff of prize fight
other states and Is now, "nicer preside:-price- s
had bothered
Yu
.
fame is a visitor in town today. As
in the former class of prop. .
.,,
Tnrii.nn
A ,
:wHrpna
ln the sport line is billed to
ffV.T1 tbf PriC6such
8a7S
Kansas and Minnesota passed siml- - Association ot New Mexico fully real- - nothing
be pulled off here it Ib likely that the
statistics to be
class,
enactments in 1907; Oregon follze the necessity for the revision of
lar
distributed according to assessment
is on official business.
lowed suit In 1909, and Colorado in our laws with respect to taxation and captain
districts and counties. To Bhow the 1Q11
P. A. Speckmenn, former editor
....... ,...
Tn oil nf fhnui alataa tha nt. An I1D Mxnttnn anri th
character of the powers
and owner of the Estancla
News,
J
ad
t tQ make ft
boarda
(e ,
Jecu' leave today for Socorro to take
and duties con erred upon the com- ,san , mamf
a9 ,8 aUo tae'and
free
?
WHEREAS, it Is believed by the Bar charge of a dally paper ln that city.
Xll
frr,( effort to make them absolutely whatEstancla lodge No. 33, A. F. & A.
- Association
J,wS?fc-a5.0,?f0Ml,tnflnoiee
that immediate action
wmnglal
i!
In every case the boards are sbould be taken to Investigate our M., held a special meeting last night
"'.soever.
H
hi h tf.
h
:
'"PPo'ntl. adequate salaries are paid present system, for which purpose a In the hall of the lodge.
Powers, and duties defined. Section tne
The equal suffrage plank of the pro
conlmlssloner8i and the terms ot commission should be created which
f
is exciting
COm; offlce
v"y from four t0 Bl years- ase Bha" be authorized to make a thorough gressive party platform
mission and it shall have power
8it also
j Investigation
tate tex commlBios
of the present methods much favorable comment here and
u orlty- '
boards of equalization, and the Kan- - of taxation and equalization, and to the new party will have a lot of en(1) To have and exercise general Bas law provides that when the com- - make recommendations of the proper thusiastic support from our movers,
Bupervision over the administration mission sitting as a board of equaliza- - legislation to correct defects now ex- - wives and daughters.
01 me assessment ana tax laws 01 tne tion alters the valuation of a
The women of Kstancla are cer
taxing lstlng ln our system.
state, over assessors, boards of re-- district, the valuation so fixed must
progressive. In addition to the
be IT RESOLVED that the Leels tainly
view and supervisors of assessment, be the basis of all levies for any pur- - Suture
of New Mexico
which
will Old Women's club (composed of
v,
"'o
pose,
uiners irom our law meet In Januarv. 1913. nhnnlrf mitw. about twenty of the most charming
mance of their duties as county boards which gives our board of equalization ize the
appointment of a temporary 0! the younger matrons and attractive
of assessment, to the end that all as- - no such power, and makes the
commission to Investigate the pres maids of the town) which has been ln
of property be made tela-- ' tion fixed by the county assessor and ent methods of
making assessments existence for several years, there is
the for taxes
tively Just and equal at true value in board of county commissioners
throughout the state, and to now a new Women's club which has
substantial compliance with the law. basis of all levies. The Colorado law, examine and
study the law of other just recently been formed and will
(2) To confer with, advise and dl- - passed in 1911, is especially sweeping states with a view to
be a Literary and Study club. Among
recommending
rect assessors, boards of .review, In its terms. It gives the state com - proper legislation to correct
Its
membership are practically all
the
01 aaoaauicui
iiu Bu. iiusaiuu power xo eniorco ail laws tects existing In our
wu.,1,
present svstem the local leaders in the temperance,
01
as
assessment
to
asassessment
to
the end that all
tneir for
pervisorB
said commission to be composed of suffrage and women's rights movei mo omic. ocuouicuia ui ijruiJBi iy ue luaue reia- - one member of the present state ments.
anu
ana
unuurm
true
"
at its
board of equalization,
j"ulsbuiuBo,
uveiy just
At this weeks meeting the new
to be despuDcvuiiuiw hi uo juBiiiuitru iu auu inn cusn value, ana to require. ignated
the
one club will consider parliamentary law
governor;
enforce the law relating to the penal- - when there has been a failure on the member by
of the senate, to be ap- and the Panama canal.
ties, liabilities and punishment of pub- - part of local officers to assess prop- The Old Women's club met last
pointed by the lieutenant governor;
111c
omcers, persons, and officers oerty as Its full cash value,
county one member of the house of
week with Mrs. S. E. Ewlng. Cards
repreof
agentB
corporations for failure 01 assessors,
commissioners. sentatives, to be
county
appointed by the and sewing were the entertainment
neglect to comply with the provisions county board of equalization, under
speaker of the house, and two citi- and the club had eight
of the statutes governing the return, penalty of forfeiture
and
removal zens of the state at
large, to be ap- as gu- - sts.
assessment and taxation of property; from office as such assessors
or
by the governor, and of the
The excitement o'er the sale ol tax
and to cause complaints to be made boards, to assess all property of every pointed
five members of this commission at titles last week has died down. The
against assessors, members ot boards kind or character at Its actual and least two shall be
attorneys at law hearing on the temporary injunction
of review, supervisors of assessment full cash value. Where property has ln
good standing and of recognized secured by the New Mexico Fuel &
and members of county boards, or, not been appraised at Its full cash
Iron company will occur early ln Sepother assessing or taxing officers, to value tn any district, the board can ability.
BE IT FURTHER
tember and a big legal battle Is antiRESOLVED.
the proper circuit judge for their re-- , appoint appraisers and send them
from offlce for official miscon-'tthe district to make a new appralse-duc- t that said commission Should be au- cipated on account of the large inImont entirely independent of the lo- - thorized and have the power to com- terests involved. Mr. A. Jt Green wilt.
or neglect of duty.
,.
by
subpoena, and It Is understood, deed that part of the
The final appraisement pel attendance
(4) To require district attorneys cttI officers.
should hold at least one public hear- TaJIque grant now occupied by the
to assist in the commencement and "0 made, when approved and adopted
at
each
ing
county seat in the state, tewn of Tajique to the towns-peoplprosecution of actions and proceed- - D' the state board, becomes the basis and the said commission should hold and will
occupy the remainder of the
re - .tor a" levies, local and state.
forfeitures,
ings for penalties,
offlce for a period of one year, and grant with a cattle ranch on which
In Utah the state board of equaliza- - should have
Oiovals and punishment for violation
their reports and recom- he .will breed Hereford stock. This
of the laws of the state in respect to j tion is a
permanent mendations
to submit at the will give the people of TaJIque at
the assessment and taxation of prop board with most of the powers else close of said ready.
year.
least a place to stay.
where
counties.
conferred
ln
their
the
tax
state
respective
upon
erty,
BE IT) FURTHER
RESOLVED.
Earl Moulton, of Lucia, is shopping
(5) To require town, city, village, commissioners, and there Is a com- that the commission
should be called
county and other public officers to re plete classification of property for the "Tax Commission of New Mex in the county seat today.
port Information as to the assess- purposes of taxation contained in the ico, and that the members should Ramon Bacheehi newly appointed
ment of property, collection of taxes, law. Mines are assessed on the value serve without
postmaster of Encino took his oath of
pay, but that the legis
Mr.
from license and other of net proceeds and each
receipts
mining lature snould appropriate a sum not offlce before a local notary today.
sources, the expenditure of public company or mine owner Is required less than two thousand dollars to de- Bacheehi "expects to essume his official duties
funds for all purposes, and such other to furnish a schedule, which is unl
fray the necessary expense of travel Mr. R. A. immediately.a civil
Information as may be needful ln the form for all, showing gross yield and
engineer
Marble,
clerical! hire and other incidental
ing,
and
has Just returned with
work of the commission, In such form wimo uiereui wuu tne cost of pro- and
necessary expenses, and that the A. surveyor
and upon such blanks as the commis- duction.
J. Green from a trip over the varThe Items which will be law
said ,v commission
allowed as entering into the cost of should authorizing
sion may prescribe.
take effect as soon as passed, ious properties recently acquired by
is un
(6) To require individuals,
part production are specified, so that all and within one month from the date Mr. Green under tax title. It
and return will be upon the same basis. of the passage of the act that the derstood that in addition to the TaJInerships, companies, association
information Uy Information as to the operation appointments of the members of the que and Las Salinas grants that Mr.
corporations to furnish
concerning their capitaI, funded or 01 mm law is to tne effeot thnt it has commission should be mnde, and the Green bought In the fine irrigatedother debt, current assets and liabili- been ln general satisfactory and Just. nrst meeting of said commission be ranch of W. A. Dunlavy, near WllIn view of our own lack of
adequate held not later than two months after lard, upon which there" were several
ties, value of property, earnings, op
laws
this subject, an examina- the passage of the
years delinquent taxes.
erating and other expenses, taxes tion ofupon
act.
the
Utah
will
laws
and all other facts which may be
repay anyone
Interested
In
PARTY.
matter.
THE "PROGRESSIVE"
the
needful to enable the commission to
THOROUGH WORK.
Is the Individual, man or woman, who
It is significant that the rerorni6
ascertain the value and the relative
uses Foley Kidney Pills for backache)
burdens borne by all kinds of prop which have been effected ln the states
If you suffer from backache
mentioned above as having created
rheumatism, weak hack, and other
erty In the state.
From urinary disorders
and bladder Irregularities. Folto ap- tax commissions, have taken place
(7) To summon witnesses
Any curable disease of the kidneys, kidney
ey Kidney Pills are healing, strengthrecent years,
pear and give testimony, and to pro- within comparatively
Use a tested kidney remedy.
duce records,
ening, tonic, and quick to produce)
books, papers and The awakening of the public conDoan's Kidney
have been test- beneficial results.
Contain no harm
documents relating to any matter science which the past decade has ed by thousands. pills
Put
ful drugs. Never sold in bulk.
which the commission shall have au- witnessed in every line of civil and
Santa Fe people can testify.
two sizes in sealed bottles. The
thority to investigate or determine. political activity, has swept Into being
Can you ask more convincing proof up in
enactments
which have for their aim of merit?
(8) To cause the
genuine is in a yellow package. For
deposition ot
le by all druggists.
witnesses residing within or without the correction of one of the most
Pasquale
Yanni,
shoemaker,
College
In
be
the state or absent therefrom, to
evlig existing
our form St Santa
Fe, N. Mex., says: "In 1902 DID SOLDIERS ATTACK
taken, upon notice to the Interested of government the unequal applica- I
a public testimonial in praise
A SOCIALIST SPEAKER.
that tion of tax laws. New Mexico cannot of gave
party, If any, ln like manner
Doan's
Kidney Pills to the effect
Port Townsend, Wash., Aug. 13.
depositions of witnesses are taken afford to be backward in the movehad
that
me
cured
they
In
of pain
my As the result of an appeal made to
ln civil actions pending ln the circuit ment. In fact, the inadequate and
caused by disordered kidneys. Congressman Victor L. Berger, tbe
court, In any matter which tho com- - Ineffectiveness of our laws upon the back,
W
ork
me
to
Bit
obliges,
down
a
good war department haB ordered an Inves
mission shall have authority to in subject will necessitate the placing
of laws upon our statute books which deal and this weakened my kidneys, tigation of an alleged assault by two
vestigate or determine.
While at work I
officers of the coast
in the will remedy the defects at an early causing backache.
(9) To visit the counties
We cannot be too urgent In suffered more intensely thnn at any artillery on George Boomer, a socialstate, unless prevented by other ueces- - date.
time and I was very anxious to ist
speaker. The alleged assault,
sary official duties, for the lnvestlgfl-- our efforts to place remedial legisla- other
tion of the work and the methods tion on this subject on our statute find a remedy that would relieve me. which was made tost May, consisted
adopted by local1 assessors, boards ol books conceding that the Inefficiency Learning of Doan's Kidney Pills, I of pushing Boomer off a box from
territorial form of government procured a box and to my delight, which he was addressing a street
ot assessment ot
review, supervisors
and county boards, in the assessment, has saddled upon us a mass of poor they soon fixed me up in good shape. crowd. Boomer, who was a candidate
laws, During the past seven years I have for governor on the socialist ticket a
equalization and taxation of real and 'y considered and
few years ago, appealed to Congresspractically all of which present the had no need of kidney medicine."
personal property.
For sate by all dealers. Price BO man Berger.
(10) To carefully examine Into all mst pressing necessity of revision,
Foster-MUbur- n
we
The Investigation Is being conductCo., Buffalo,
should bear In mind that there cents,
cases where evasion or violation of
the laws for assessment and taxation ar' certain subjects which are far New York, sole agentB tor the United ed behind closed doors and probably
will be concluded today, The findings
of property Is alloged, complained of wore Important to the welfare of the States,
Remember the name Doan's and will be reported to the war
or discovered, and to ascertain where- - 8tate and Its inhabitant
than others,
In existing laws are defective or are and uPn them we should concentrate take no other.
tity of property or value, or both,
must guess at the proper figure, or
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tory of New Mexico,
the French and German schools had movement. Early tn the spring the deficient In rainfall, but nearly normal
a
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Power Company,
In sunshine and In the number of days
Dear Sir;
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had upon American art. Fifty years Indians begin the seasonal
Colorado corporation wltih $10,000,0011
dances,
In my last article, the first of the but admit that even now, 371
General and rather
beseech--. with rainfall.
and $10,000,000 authorized bonded In
ago the tendency In America wag to which are
years
debtedness was taken over by Jamel series I Intend to write with the after Coronado's time, wood abounds
favor the French canons In sculpture, lug the gods for rain, prosperity or marked deficiency in temperature ochut since the year 1878, American thanksgiving for prosperity already curred throughout the state, with the A KAN UNDER ARREST THERE IS Campbell of St. Louis and J.
of placing in the hands of those right close to the
city and that in
Nutt, of Cleveland, here today on re-- ' who are "ot Me to
So, In the spring as the exception of the lower Rio Grande
sculptors have gained their know received.
Coronado's time, had he really been
bu". "
IDENTIFIED BY SERGEANT COL
organization of the board of directors.
ledge of art from the old world schoolB corn Is planted the gods are asked valley and the eastern portion of the
are reported to be the result History of New Mexico, the true here, wood must have been more plenend have developed an originality of for the. germination of the seed, later southern border counties, where a
HER AS MISSING
BOOKKEEPER Changes
of opposition waged by St. Louis and and correct information with
their own which make them absolute- for rain to make the corn grow and slight excess was reported. The plains
respect tiful, which is not now, or could it
western stockholders to the former t0 Cer""n
OF
of the corn, country had about normal tempera
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have been then, the case in the Rio
ly different from any other school. then for maturation
hlstork'11 "r
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etc.
management.
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in no way warding
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The
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Influenced
the growth The Cathollo
bizarre or extreme but
has
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the error that "u as 0I a cold De- - Castaneda, one of Coronado's men
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Louis,
customs
new
Instead
of
and
a
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of
thence to the main range, with In
nation,
amalgamation these Indian
oenaoer aay, invi wnen De Vargas and
hydro-electri- c
operates
capitalists,
the one that wrote a complete acof different races combined with new holding the green worn dance at San- creased deficiency, exceeding 3 de
of 8alnt
According to a message received generating plants lt;"i'orado, Utah ordered' the reconstruction
conditions which naturally gives a to Domingo When the moon was in a grees a day in southwest Mora councount of the expedition, is even more
here
in
Michael's
PoSanta
here
Fe.
chapel
and Idaho. Improvement expenditures
today, Sergeant of Mounted
new expression to American art. This certain place as was the ancient cus- ty. In the extreme southwest also a
article was published In the New explicit In his description of Tiguex.
new phase is the best expression of tom, the Indians have complied with marked deficiency occurred, reaching lice John Collier lhas identified a man totalling $1,750,000 are planned, it was T"0'
of
Mexican
June 6. 1912, and at its He says:
of
art In the modern sculpture of the the ways of clvltlza'Jon and fixed the 5.3 degrees a day in central Grant under Arrest &t Colorado Springs, as announced, including completion
the Bear lake reservoir In Utah and conclusion stated that in my second
"Tiguex 1b a province with twelve
American
O. E. McLaln, a bookkeeper in the
sculptors date by our calendar for the fourth county.
present day.
article I would prove, by conclusive villages on the banks of a large and
Idaho.
Two rather notable heat periods oc office of C. D. Milder,
stand at the head of their profession of August.. After this dance lor the
formerly state
Utah and Idaho are building an evidence that Santa Fe and Tiguex mighty river; some villages on one
and due credit Is being awarded them maturation of the corn comes a dance curred; the first, from the 7th to the
engineer who Is wanted here on Irrigation reservoir In the Bear river did not mean, or rather was not the side end some on the other.
It is
o! thanksgiving, and hi early flays the 14th (although shortened
In exhibitions In the old world.
somewhat
spacious valley two leagues wide
charges of obtaining money under at Soda Springs, Idaho, and a new same place; also that Corenado never
for the in northern
In Europe and especially in Italy, winter dances were given
counties), and the second,
plant at one Idaho nar- was in Santa Fe, and that Tiguex and a very high, rough,
Since there 1b little to hunt from the 28th to the close of the false pretense, forgery and possibly generating
sculpture Is becoming demoralized. hunt.
i was a province lying on either side of mountain chain lies east ot it.
rows, Idaho.
There
Santo month.
Iu Naples one finds an entire craft today on the plains around
Governor McDon
A sharp cool period occur for other matters.
western
directors except Wm. the Rio Grande
All
(where Bernalillo are seven villages In the ridges at the
of artists who manufacture statues by Domingo these fiances are only given red from the 2d or 3d to the 6th, ald will issue requisition papers for Story and Frederick
of
12
foot of this; four on the plain and
stands today) consisting of some
Stelgraeyer
Corn has become with
the dozen. A model Is copied so every four years.
heavy frost In some of the high- the man.
Salt Lake City, Utah, were replaced or 16 pueblos.
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mountain."
my
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(Vide F. W. Hodge's
Some therefore all their efforts are turned minimum temperature thus far re- engineer's office, McLaln is wanted
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)
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roads fund amounting to $125 which $8,000,000
tion of 1897.
an American mlllionarle's garden1 and crops.
damage suit brought In made me change my mind. Last week
Could Castaneda be referring to our
small attention is given to the exact
There was a general but slight de- was cashed by the First National bauk Utah by the former management I was
Coronado's
Santa
Fe
Journey
rivulet when he said "a
In precipitation
over the at Las Cruces. It Is said that he se against directors Campbell, Stegmey-e- r with a discussing who had devoted
ficiency
angle of Apollo's nose. American in- THE DRV FARMERS
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and Story.
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life
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study
the Rio Grande and to no
three
part
other checks purporting to be
FORM ORGANIZATION westward to the center of the state,
make machin ry to copy the famous
of Spanish explorations In the New other. His reference to the
valley
marble statues, and has sold 'many
also to the northwest to eastern San for employes of the department but
World. This man I found pretty well being "spacious valley two leagues
that he filled them In with his own HAY8 GETS BLAME
These machlneB
of them In Italy.
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history.
other
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acseveral
thereby securing
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rance county development association lower Rio
Valley.
AND WIL80N ESCAPES. his suggestion I realized the Import Grande valley, where Bernalillo
is,
count of this fact, the machine dupli- organized at Mountafnair July 29, is throughout this area there were many dred dollars out of the Clayton road
ance of hastening the preparation of for our little Santa Fe Valley does not
cates are more perfect than the meeting with hearty cooperation In all favored sections where the precipita- fund. One check went through the Loose Methods Were Found in
He asked me If I had fit that description and the mountain
Depart- the article.
National
for
bank
and
$125
Demlng
productions.
parts of the county. Local clubs are tion of the month was normal or another through the Citizens National
ment of Agriculture However and seen a little pamphlet recently pub range could be no other than the
These many duplicates can not be being perfected and preparation is be greater, as eastern and southern Un- bank
Lesser Officials Will Hold the 8ack llshed in Santa Fe herein I and the Sandla mountains which lie due east
at
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like
a
for
amount
bronze
therefore
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made In bronze
ing made tor an enthusiastic meeting ion county, eastern Quay, northwest Another check was cashed in this
In Court While Head of Bureau Is rest of the historians who have maln- - from Bernalillo.
any
than
value
of
15.
to
statues have a higher
At Colfax, and the mountain regions
be held In Estancla, August
Acqultted.
tained that Tiguex was not Santa Fe,
city. Just how far McLaln's pecula
Let us hear Fr. Alonzo de Benavld- o'herB today. The artist make the this time a constitution and bylaws Lincoln and Otero counties, also east- tions extended will not be known
unthat Coronado had never been ez, who was the first Custodio (Sustatue In wax first and covers the will be adopted' and everything will ern Taos and the southern slopes of til the office has been checked over Washington, D. C, Aug. 13. Assist- - and
i
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attacked
were
of the Frnnclscana to establgenta Fe,
being
From the Rio
whole with a thick coating of tlay.j be made shipshape for a campaign of the San Juan range.
ant Secretary Hays of the department gU,ty of plagiarism and 1 said that I perior)
thoroughly.
ish missions and industrial schools
excess
a small
leaving a hole In the top and 'oottom. boasting and advertising.
Prepara Grande westward
McLaln was weH known here and of agriculture comes In for adverse nad not 8een the pamphiet referred in New Mexico in the year 162G( 27
As Boon es the clay Is dry, the whole tions are now being made for a coun was general, but falling below the nor- until he
suddenly disappeared about criticism in the report of the Moss t0 My frlend wa8 t0 leave that Bame years after Onate's entry).
In his
1b baked In a furnace, the clay hardty fair to be held at Wlliard October mal, however, in Rio Arriba and east- May 4, his reputation
committee of the house which lnvestl- for
nd me the highly interesting report, made
hllt nrnmiRprt to
in
A marked was excellent. It Is said be Integrity
the
Florida
land
ening and the wax melting anl run 1st and 2d and an exhibit of farm ern San Juan counties.
EvergladeB
owes a gated
pan,pnlet by mall that same evening person, to the King of Spain, In 1630,
ning out through the hole In tne top products will be taken from there to excesB occurred in western Luna, number of blllB to merchants in this charges and other iffalrs in the de-- whIcn he did- - That ,
tne Crcum. he says, speaking of Tiguex:
Bronze ij then )oirr;d the state fair at Albuquerque.
northern Grant and western Socorro city. McLaln had a wife and child. partment.
and bottom.
stance that made me write this artl- - "The first city after leaving Cibola,
Rev. R. P. Pope and wife left for counties, where heavy local down- The officers traced him
His operations In North Carolina
into the clay mould, the clay broken
by first finding
which muBt be the main town of this
Prescott, Ariz., yesterday where they pours were reported at various dates the child with relatives in Denver. with J. O. Wright, a former employe,! cle prematurely.
off and the bronze statue remains.
That little pamphlet Is a gem In the Kingdom, is called Tihues. (Tiguex).
Bronze Btatues have become very expect to enter Into mission work. from the 19th to the 26th. The rains His wife Is thought to be with him in are ueprecated ana tne report nmts
that Impeachment proceedings nan I world of fiction, It beats Mark Twain's - It has more than four thousand houses
nonular monuments In Amerloa. The, Rev. Pope Is the oldest Baptist mis. of the month were mostly thunder Colorado Springs.
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office of experiment truth.
which the statue of Lincoln Is placed
The percentage of sunshine was girl, valued at $4,500, was rescued business in the
stationa also 1b condemned.
explorers and conquerors or New Vlllagra a'so given as Appendix first
The only turned from the Chautauqua at Moun- also large at Roswell. Humidity was from a den in a raid by the
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search of his horses Monday. We
by the large hall, some of which BHADFIELD IECUUT0R CO., Atlaitt.
City.
are rejoic hope he will have better luck next measured over
'Estancla
farmers
valley
plea for the plan for a big-- mated loss of over $10,000. The water
In
cir
A. C. Cox of Cimarron wbb present
eight incheB
'struck the dam in a wave measuring with his auto and took several par- ing now and have good cause for on time but would suggest that he think cumference.
ger city. Raton Reporter.
Several fine ciops were miles south of Texico. The foreman
WHAT WILL THE GOVERNOR 8AYf ten or twelve feet 'high which, it was ties of land buyers from Dawson to Sunday, just two weeks after the last up some other "fish" story to tell us completely destroyed. We have been of the gang spoke of the prospects for
The fight fans are promised some- - feared, would wreck havoc with brld-thin- the scene of the barbecue, where land big rain, old Jupiter Piuvius let loose tbe next time. We believe the horses Informed that Bard and Endee also this road being built a being very
at Dawson, was sold, and it was ascertained that again and spread a wet mantel over,were lost, but that fishy, flsfay; never Buttered a loss of roofs and windows bright, as the contract was let all
good in the near future, In the ges and other property
the already green fields.
Stanley, Es- mind we will get over it. Wagon in most every building. Tho slorm
purshape of a bout between Young Silva Colfax and other points lower down, several parties from Dawson
along the route, and ln a few days
of Gibson and Kid Willard of Gallup. When the wave struck the Rocky chased small tracts of land, and will tancla, Willard and the country north- Mound' Pantograph.'
only covered a narrow strip, but was they would be as busy on this end of
west
a
af
received
ln
rain
the
heavy
AFTER THE WOLF.
This will be the third bout between Jlo.intain bridge over the Vermejo at abandon coal camp life and resume
several miles in length. San Jon the line as they are now on the end
ternoon. Moriarty got hers In tbe
C. B. Ruggles and "Shorty" Wilker- Sentinel.
these two lightweights, the first going Colfax shortly after midnight that work on their farms.
out of Texico.
,
Some
are
made
evening.
crops
on
son
right
left
Sunday morning for the
to Willard and the second a draw, night, the wall of water had been
INDIAN BOY KILLED.
Tbe bftrbecue was a profound suc
In building the line across the
ln
to
order
as
now,
others
be
classed
rewhere
duced to a six or seven foot wave, cess, so much so, that another will be
ranch of the Adams Cattle Co.,
will fight for the entire gate
A regrettable accident occurred this plains, the contractor spoke that it
In
more
a
few
need
may
bumper
lobo
will
to
a
The date has not yet been and caused no further, material dam- given some time in the near future,
attempt
capture
they
week near Shlprock, In which pne was simply a snap and that they
ceipts.
weeks.
The weather Is the chief sub- wolf, which so far has a record of
when other land buyers will be presdecided bat It will be somewhere near age Raton Range.
Navajo Indian boy was killed and an- would not be compelled to use only
of conversation nowadays and all
ject
6
32
and
Re
ent. Cimarron News.
having destroyed
Ihe 20th of this month. McKinley
yearlings
other
RAILROAD WRECK.
seriously wounded. The matron the dirt moving vans.
wl'-believe more rain
follow before two
year old steers and one three of the Presbyterian
mission, Miss
Several passengers of the local run- publican.
FIRST CLASS FRUIT.
This constructor is of the opinion
the end of the month. Moriarty Mes'
old
and
for
the
year
colt,
capture Rogers, had taken a number of the that the road will be built within the
The fruit growers can not be too senger.
HOMELESS BOY.
ning between here and Carlsbad were
mana
IntendNorman
of
which
an
the
for
children
Indian
Bartlett,
outing,
Just a tribute of respect to an injured about 9 o'clock Monday morn- careful in the selection and packing
year, and that the line would extend
SHE LIKES ESTANCIA.
ger of the company, has offered a ing to be gone several days. Among within a few miles of Grady, and
honest and industrious boy who was iug when the freight was wrecked of their fruit. This is the first peach
Mrs. V. E. Hatch, of Minneapolis, reward of $200.
22
a
was
one
Messrs.
in
the
wagon
Ruggles
things
struck by lightning and instantly about three miles sontheast of the crop that San Juan county has ever
could be brought to our town, with
Minnesota, was here last Thursday and Wllkerson are both experienced caliber rifle. One of the Indian boys,
killed on the 23th of Jul)- - at the city.
a small amount of exertion on the
really bad. Former crops have been nnd
conditions in hunters, and Mr. Lobo Wolf had bet unknown to the others, got possession only of the citizens of this part of
ranch of G. W. Guyerat FolBom where
Jack Rogers sustained a bad Injury sufficient to demonstrate that we had the Friday investigating
part
She
has traded for some ter keep out ot sight It he .doesn't of this rifle and was playing with It
valley.
he had a fine crop of 60 acres. All ef- to his left ankle and his little girl a country capable of producing the
the countty.
land near Antelope Springs, and was
want to go to wolf heaven. We hope under a blanket ln the wagon, He The building of thts line will mean
forts to find "Ills relatives have failed was wounded about the knees and goods, but this year we have the
view
with
a
to
the
investigating
Improv- the gentlemen will capture the vic- accidentally discharged the rifle,
so far but It was known that he chest.
to the
of prosperity
goods probably ten times more peach ing this land.
She was very much ious animal. Taos Recorder.
bullet striking and killing another boy an avalanche
had a sister living In Oklahoma and John B. Gi'l was slightly injured in trees are now In
who are
farmers of New Mexico,
bearing than ever pleased with the result of her investiseca
and
passing through
NEW ROAD WILL HELP.
one in California. He was interred the neck. N. O. Shanks was bruised before, and it is
instantly
of wheat the
up to the entire gation, and announced that she would
Is distracted planning on a large crop
in the" cemetery at Folsora. "The about the ribs.
Forty team of mules and dump ond boy. Miss Rogers' all the cir- coming year and who have no visible
section to show practically on the improve the land in
She
the
over
l.nrri fftvoth nnH the T.nrd tnkpth nwar.
although
affair,
question.
wagons passed through Clovis Sunday
means of transporting same to mar
There were nine passengers In the open market that we can not be out- has spent some time In the
PiMaori ho thA namp nf thA I.nrrt ."
irrigated enroute to Texico where they started cumstances show boyish curiosity to
Record.
coach at the time and all were given classed by any other district. To do districts In
accident-Az- tec ket. Grady
and- is convincthe
bottom
of
the
be
California,
at
Lubbock-Clovis
Citizen.
road,
Clayton
a severe shaking up.
this It Is necessary to discourage any ed that Irrigation can be carried on work on the
HIT BY A 30-3Index.
PLENTY OF MOHAIR.
comto
which is now being pushed
r
The local left the local depot this
policy of any Individual more cheaply here than in California.
Last Saturday night John P. Casey,
FIRE AT SAN MARCIAL,
Joe Phillips, the Double Chimney
pletion.
Ana nu, man loft fn himn Vactor. morning at the usual hour, hav or company by which they might un- She says she will install a large pumpThe Central hotel, occupying the Jr., the well known mining promoter,
There are twelve grading outfits
of
a
"work
off"
on
to
dertake
ing
any
inferior
her
ot
the
after
floors
the
of
plant
had a quarrel with his brother-iti-lacaAr8
land, and will have
building
several days in thelinfg
day morning
is au- upper
a mile long.
it
There is more first class It ready for operation before another at work along the road and It
goods.
San Marclal bank, was gutted by fire W. J. Amberson, about the division
city on 'business and laying in sup- that
'ere
thirty at an
about three miles out the air than can be handled, so packing and crop season. Estancla News Herald1. thentically reported
early hour Saturday morning. of the estate of his father. About 10
plies. He 'has 1.500 standard bred!''
days pass the road will be ready The saloon of J. A. Montoya, which oc- o'clock that night Casey went to
hose broke and stopped
the train shipping should be limited to the best.
GOOD DOPE.
goats which produce the kind of mo- steel.
for
the
Two cars were turned al- The good book says that a man who
a part of the building, also was
Farmington Enterprise.
office, armed with a
hair for which hleh tariff duties are! suddenly.
The road will be completed on into cupied
on end near the Iront o( the
does not care for or look after the
THAT COUNTY SEAT.
By hard work the bank- rifle, and shot him through the stomdestroyed.
charged. Incidentally, be has about 1most
is
laid
as
soon
the
as
Clovis
track
Considerable work was re
Judge Edmund C. Abbott on last welfare of his family "1b worse than
600 fine muttons which will be shipped lram
ing room ot the building was saved ach. Going armed to another man's
'
This may be applied Into Texico, and when completed, from destruction though it was con- office and killing him makes a perfect
to the eastern markets
this fall quired to clear the tracks of the Saturday, July 27th, 1912, heard coun an Infidel."
that
connection
Clovis
a
will
gulf
give
sel for Carrizozo
in chambers at with equal force to the man who takes
siderably damaged by smoke and wa- case of what is known as "El Paso
Ranges are fine In that vicinity and wreckage.
indeed.
An engine was hurried to the scene Santa Fe, at which time evidence was no interest in the town ln which he will push u on the map,
ter.
self defense," and Casey's friends
all sorts of live Btock fat. Roswell
of the wreck from the local yards introduced in an effort to Bhow that lives, for In a very real sense the Clovis Journal.
The fire started from explosion of a think he will have no trouble In securRegister Tribune.
THE LADIES WILL DO IT.
and the coach with the passengers the sureties on the bond in the Lin- town 1 bis home which he shares
gasoline lighting system with which ing an acquittal. Lordsburg Liberal.
WEQF TUCV filirFDARFTTPSf
"
coln county seat matter were not quali- with the other
Raton, which come3 about third In tbe hotel was equipped.
NEW MEXICO BEAUTY SPOTS.
brought back. Roswell Record.
8UERKRAUT PROSPECT.
people living In It,
of the
fied for tbe second or additional $10, therefore, to!r speak
J. A. Bowden, proprietor
What is the most beautiful spot In
of the list of most beautiful cities In
FRIDAY, AUGUST 9, 1912.
adversely
Mr. G. S. Yates, of Cuates, was In
to
bis
as
estimate
bond
unable
head
the
is
000
to
Is
demanded
United
yet
going
hotel,
one's
the
recently
by
to
New Mexico? The Sunshine State
States,
no
Judge
word
In its fa
DEATH FROM TRIPLETS,
town,
say
from his ranch this week and reports
After giving birth to two girls and Abbott. After hearing the arguments vor, to habitually go elsewhere to list, if the ladies have their way. less, but it will total several thou- fine crops and much prosperity over
may well be called the Switzerland of
America. Mountain and mesa vie one boy babies Monday morning at of Attorney Hudspeth for Carrizozo trade and be indifferent to home bus Colorado Springs Is a beautiful city, sand dollars.
20
Guests of the hotel escaped without there. He says he will have some
wlth valley and plain in beauty of con her home at Brazito, Mrs. Trinkiena and Attorney C. C. Catron for Lin- iness all this Is not only unpatriotic, Springfield, Mass., probably comes
lb. cabbages and has the finest garJudge Abbott announced that he but It ia very much the same as If a next, and if Raton Isn't third then injury. The building burned occupied
.'tour, In color and form, until the Treste died at 8 o'clock the same coln,
ever had. He filed a
would demand a surety company bond man
But nature has a place ln the heart of tbe business den he has
mind is bewildered with the ever-neshould go around to bis neigh we miss our guess.
The little boy died soon
morning.
In the case If one could be procured bors
and for a time It was feared Mr. Harwood, of Davidson, Okla., on
find fault with his domestic done more for Raton than ell the district
glory of tbe scenes in after but tbe two girl babies are
and
and
a fine claim, also his
and If not procurable, a referee is to
our fair state.
Springfield the flames might spread and cause a son.
home and every member in It. Car other places combined.
alive and well at this time.
Mrs.
Mr. Yates says they are very
New Mexico has pen artists, too, Treste, the wife of a farmer, has al- set In Lincoln county and evidence is rizozo News.
was made beautiful by money, the greater loss. Socorro Chieftain. .
fine farmers and will be great acquito be submitted before him showing
GASOLINE
EXPLOSION.
who can depict the beauties of nature
root of all evil, yet the necessary
EDITOR ROY A BOOMER.
ready 6 living children all at home. the actual unincumbered valuation
Colo
J. E. McCarty on Tuesday suffered sitions to the settlements of Cuates.
under our turquoise Bkies. The New The funeral was held
one we all dig for.
today and bur- - of tlhe parties signing the bond. A The man must be Indeed blind who root, the
Clayton Citizen.
Mexico magazine wants these words la! was at
can drive out over this mesa and not rado Springs has the famous Pike's very severe Injuries from a gasoline
Tortugas. Rio Grande
third choice was given Lincoln where see
was
the
of
8TABBED IN ROW.
He
tank
in
and will make this department regu
mountain
explosion.
filling
and
heights
other
Peak
tho many advantages presented
by they may produce an entirely new
can
lar feature of the magazine.
In a saloon row, lasting about two
everywhere to transform ft into one ot plain view, but when you come down hi sprayer and had emptied one
CAREFUL OF STREETS.
bond
which
must be unquestionable the finest
with another minutes, Saturday evening, Esequlel
them by ln and was starting
Every section of the state has a
agricultural sections of the to real beauty, Raton has
Billy May won his case against the good for $10,000 and liable for that
thousand beauty-spotand the naturewest. The opportunities for dry-farthe throat. The wnmen of Raton are when from some unknown cause an Orozco, a well known and popular
city of Durango, wherein It was al- much damages to accrue.
civic explosion occurred that covered his Spanish-Americawas stabbed to
loving writers all over the state are leged that Bill drove a bunch or
ing are so well demonstrated already Eolne to organize a woman's
In announcing hiB decision Judge
flaming death by M. Ponce, a bad man, who
to organize and arms, head and trunk with
as to leave no room for doubt as to club.
requested to contribute to this depart- horses
are
going
They
through the streets or that city Abbott stated that he believed there
on
had
shirt
and
He
a
ment.
light
also slashed Jesus Delgado and Imits entire fitness for this method of work as only women can work when gasoline.
We understand that the were now and would be more
the sleeveB were soon on fire. Hap1 mediately made his escape Into the
In the first IsBue, September, 1912, unlawfully.
damage) agriculture and the many locations they get Into action. Raton Range,
to
will appear two gems from the pens city council has ordered that the and that a good bond must be secured where irrigation by means of reserplly a vest protected his chest but country, probably on horseback
LIKES THE VALLEY.
owners of cattle or horses who wish and that If such a bond had not been
hi neck wag badly burned. One of the Mexican border, as the officers
of
New
Mexico writers,
voirs or wells and
a pleasant visit
On
hist
making
pumping
to pass through Durango must first submitted on or before
plants
his sons was near and the accident have not been able to locate him.
September 5th could be successfully
descriptive of the Organ mountains,
adopted with and trip through the Moreno valley occurred close to the ditch and the
Dawn in the Organs,'' by Judge notify the marshal, and that Second at whicih time he will return from his only a
Orozco's funeral was held from his
which
small
bountiful
the
comparatively
crops
and
Beeing
expense
been
avenue
as
has
the
street
he
vacation
naned
that
would Issue an or- offer
sen very thoughtfully caught his fath late home, Monday morning, and was
Thomas D. Leib, of Raton, and "A
special inducements to the live are about ready to be harvested, ln
on
such
der
which
be
driven.
stock
may
the
Into
now
the very largely attended. Deming Grare
dissolving
Injunction
e
Twilight Idyl" also descriptive of the
farmer while the large company with B. L. Connell, Mr, Jer- er and Immediately threw him
San Juan County Index.
ditch. This is all that saved his life. phic.
straining the construction of the coun uacis or
Organ mountains, by Josephine Fos
grazing land insure a good aid of Raton purchased a forty acre
at
ty
Carrizozo.
almost
Carrizozo
buildings
he
away
SHOOTING SCRAPE.
Yesterday
ter, of Las Cruces.
passed
home market for all the feed
BULLY FOR RED RIVER.
that tract without further delay, knowing from
The New Mexico Magazine will be Wednesday last three soldierB, all Outlook.
suffocation, his throat haVlng
farmers will raise in excess of their that Beeing Is believing.
Edward Westoby, the taxidermist
A
SLICK
closed
the
from
from
the
up
WORKER,
.were
of
swelling
Influence
Cruunder
the
Fosters
the
at Las
published by
qwn needs. Roy Spanish American.
liquor,
Mr. Jerald Is a cement walk con burns outside. He Is
Mr. W. H. Angell made a trip to
ces. If is a new venture worthy of creating a disturbance at Central.
resting easier and all around mining man of Red
A NEW MEXICO SAMPLE.
tractor now laying walks In this city today and all
tofor
his
the cordial support of the people of When asked to keep qiiet by Deputy Gallup a few days ago for the pur
hope
speedy re- River was in town yesterday and
Bringing a five acres plot ln the and made the trip to spend Sunday ln
Is day. He reports that camp as very
course
His
of
New Mexico.
covery.
of a east section of the
suffering
Sheriff Buckner they got obstreperous pose or aiaing in the round-uclly from a voIha the beautiful mountains which sur
prosperous and believes Its future
severe. Farmington Times-HustleMrs. Faustill Tryldo brought charg- and one of them knocked Buckner swindler, who worked a slick game or J.,00 to an
rounded this land. So pleased was he very
estimated value of
prosperity Is assured. Ore Is being
es against Mrs. Jose Aremejo, both of down and got on top of him. Buckner on him a couple of months ago. The
In fourteen years Is the record with the general outlook of the val-le- y
shipped to the mill from the Clarlbel
GOES NEAR GRADY.
Cimarron. Both complaints filed char- drew his gun and fired, the bullet man, who gave his name as Hambur- established by Edward
the
he
purchased
country that
and John Brv- and the Memphis people are having a
The case making a long flesh wound 'on the ger, purported to be a salesman of ant of this city. In addition
ged assault and battery.
L
valley-- .
Moreno
the
of
land
from
tract
AllZT
o...,.V., -- rond built to their mine. A test run
they supwas aired in the court Monday even- man's back. The wounded man, a liquor distilling firm of recognized ported their
father, who Is totally land company,
route to Texico where they will com- will be made next week and If the
ing by JiiBtice of the Peace Hickman. whose name was Growth, was taken standing, but it transpired that he blind, their mother, and furnished
Mr. Jerald will farm tbe entire tract mence work on the Midland
Tucum-car- i test proves
a success that property
After the arguments of both sides to the hospital, where it was found had no connection with the house the irwans for three of their
his
younger next year and presumably make
of will be a steady shipper, Two or three
this outfit was
and his skilful play as a reliable sister
and their respective witnesses, and that his injuries were not serious.
home in the country with which he 54 line, and 60 head ofcomposed
to secure a good education.
team power other properties will have test runs
wagons
business man making a square deal
after making final settlements,
the Silver City Independent.
The Bryant family came to Roswell fell In love. Numerous sales from and have the contract for the first 15 made soon. Taos
Valley News.
turned out to be unfounded on fact.
case was dismissed.
MANY MOUNTAIN LIONS.
fourteen years ago from Texas an the valley land are being reported,
it is not known what cause was An unusual number of mountain He secured something like $200 here purchased five acres in the east part and from the general prospects the
He had an active of the
short
given for the trouble beyond animos lion are reported this year from the In cash and paper.
city for $500. They began Im- valley will, In a comparatively
Santa Rita and Black ranges. As ev partner who helped him work the proving it at once
time be densely populated with tillers
ity. Cimarron News.
by planting fruit
HE CUT IT AGAIN.
eryone familiar with the habits of tbe game.
trees, building a house and other of the soli, who will reap the harvest
He seems to have been working the
J. B. Priddy cut his alfalfa again lion knows, these animals are exceed
needed structure. As each year went In low price lands, which equals all
One of the three by, their little
this week and has a bumper yield of ingly wary and are rarely seen. Equip- state thoroughly.
and excells many parts of tbe counplot became more valits' phenomenal productiveness
the very highest quality of alfalfa ped with the keen b t sight and sense of firms that he victimized at Gallup, by uable
until at the present, time It Is try for
News.
and fertility of
hay, but then, Mr. Priddy has become smell, and dwelling almost entirely the aid of detective and information regarded as one of the show
places of
so used to gettlig a big crop from his In the wooded sections, they keep out furnished by firms interesled, located
GOT NABBED.
the valley.
It value
estimate
They
the
of
or
a
of
traveler.
hunter
the man, under the name of Heinsius, at
A couple of shop lifters were taken
sigiht
Irrigated farm that it is becoming
$10,000.
Into custody here Saturday morning
very old, though very welcome, story This season reports of lions bavlng In New York City.
The machinery
Tho fruit on the Bryant place this
to him. He Borne time ago realized been seen are of common occurrence. of the law was
by Marshal Lou Myers. One of these
pit in motion,' re year la
good. The apple
gentlemen of the cunning ' art gavu
that, water, alone, could not do It all, One man saw four, and two others qulsltlon papers were made out and crop Is exceedingly
all
bo
that could
expected, his name as Charley Howe and the
albeit It was an important factor In saw three each. Several fine speci an officer from Gallup went on to
while
Gerthe
grapes" pears, peaches,
tbe crop question, and he has used mens have been shot in the Flerro bring the prisoner back.
other registered as George Wilson.
The man man
prunes and other fruits are doing The two men had been hanging about
that same good business judgment in section. Silver City Independent.
fought requisition and offered to com
Record,
Roswell
splendidly.
A RETREAT.
town for a week or more dressed in
the care of his farming
WANTED,
properties
promise by returning the money, and
MONDAY, AUGU8T 12. 1912.
that he has always exercised in the Wanted, an Ideal spot for a colony that was the situation at last acworking clothing posing as stone cutA
THEY
WEIGHED
POUND.
a
of
knockers
retreat
where
the
conduct of his mercantile business,
ters and plasterers. In the pretense
quiet
counts.
& Rio
George Thompson brought some of wishing to make some purchases
and tbe result has been that be has anvil chorus" may not be disturbed
Seeing that the fight might be pro tomatoes by the Times office Wednesmet with uniform success in both by the whispers of boosters. If there longed
they walked into a store with their
Mr.
return
Indefinitely
Angell
day morning that weighed one pound coats on their arms, and while lookventures.
No, Mr. Priddy's farm Is seems any dearth of material for such ed
IN EFFECT
Tuesday to await further develop- each.
He raised them on his flae,ng over goods would conceal articles
not for sale. It's a dividend paying a colony we might scare up a few ments.
Vaughn Reporter.
five acre tract In the north part of under their coat, and then leave with-towcroakers in Raton and even pay their
investment. Portales Times.
SATURDAY, AUGU8T 10, 1912.
Mr. Johnson is one of our out making
car fare to get rid of tlhem; probably
NEW SANITARIUM.
They
any purchase.
WILLARD IMPROVING.
best
and never falls to pro were shadowed about town by the
Harry McGraw who purchased the the only way In which we could get
Several Improvements In the way duce gardeners
of
them
of
lot
out
beautiful Coleman ranch- three miles
marshal and arrested with a
town, for, paste pasto of
the goods. Portales Time.
are being made in town.
on them Just as they left the
east of town, has turned same into a this In your hat, a knocker seldom has ThebuildingsCatholic
RAIN AND HAIL.
goods
church Is In prosanatorium and Is building up quite an
Numerous rains and some hall vis- - P. Miocker store. Goods were taken
nickel, deserves less and in 99 cess large
ot construction, being built of Ited
Institution.
Ten cottages have been cases out of 100 has seen about as
this section during the past from R. B. Abounader'g store, also
stone of the finest quality brought In
week.
The much of the world a his dog, who
erected and nicely furnished.
The hall did some damage to from J, M. Jacobson'B and tha Cor- from
mesas
town.
the
of
south
WIS garden truck, but the farmer gener- - don Dry Goods Company.
A valuable
place Is one of the most attractive in knows more, appreciated more, than
lard
Record.
this section for sanatorium purposes, his worthless master beside whom the
ally report their crops ln fine shape, broach was also taken from the Wm,
OF
LOTS
CHILDREN.
1
the Wurm Jewelry store. All the goods
Home claim this year's crop
being well wooded and having an pup Is a prince In disguise. So thero!
The county
of best they have grown In New Mexico, were recovered. The two sports plead- superintendent,
Raton Range.
abundance of water. A large chicken
schools
4010
children
of
school
reports
For Information as to
ed guilty to the charges and will visit
ranch is run in connection and the
GREELEY 8KINNED.
Endee Enterprise.
reservations,
E. C. Murrell,
east of town, this age In Taos county; 2172 are boys
'with the county for about 90 days.
8ERIOU8 INJURY.
patients are furnished, with fresh
on
or
to
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write
D.
&
la
are
and
etc.,
1844
an
This
R.
Q. Agent or
old
8
r
i
week
girls.
to
uul-Little
an
any
quite
the Times office a
iue
Gallup Independent,
brought
Clyde Carmichael,
year
cgg auu uiuUAVU uuBiues
ter, milk and cream tthey desire. Mr.) dozen Irish potatoes that certainly army to be educated. It Is a pleasure I son of E. P. Carmichael, 1108 North '
TUESDAY, JULY 13, 1912.
&
T.
D.
W.
P.
Fe.
A.,
Shea,
DRIVE
ANYWHERE.
McGraw alBO kills his own beef. The were "peaches."
They were large. to know that never before did the Delaware, met with a serious accl
It seems that tome people are prone
place Is becoming quite popular to well shaped and of even size, la fact people take as much Interest ln the dent while at play with some young
PAGE
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they had the famous Greeley's skinned
In forty ways. Mr. Murrell has plant
ed Irish potatoes here every year and
has never failed to raise fine ones and
at the same time get a good yield. In
the Portales market Mr. Murrell' po
tatoes always bring, at least, one cent
per pound more than the Imported va
rleties. He has about one acre from
which ihe expects to get about eight
many hundred busbals. Portales Times,
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SUMMER TOURIST RITES
TO

All Stations East and West
FROM

Stations on the Denver

Grande

June 1st to September 30th
Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.
rates,

F,

Santa

